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Calendar
SUMMER TERM - 1975

May 1, Thursday
May 17, Saturday
May 20, Tuesday
June 3, Tuesday
June 30, Monday
July 4, Friday
July 29, Tuesday
July 31, Thursday
Aug. 8, Friday
Aug. 29, Friday

Registration for summer opens
Economics Qualifying Exam, 10:00 a.m., Williams 301
Economics course begins
Political Science courses begin
Session I and Six-Week Session begin
Class WILL meet
Session I ends
Session II begins
Six-Week Session ends
Session II ends

Information regarding final examinations will be furnished by the instructors.
Resident students will receive room assignments and keys in Mather Campus Center
p.m.) on the day preceding the beginning of each session.

CHRISTMAS TERM -1975
Aug. 1, Friday
Sept. 4, Thursday
Sept. 6, Saturday
Sept. 8, Monday
Oct. 22-24
Nov. 7, Friday
Nov. 24-28
Dec. 1, Monday
Dec. 18, Thursday

Registration for Christmas Term opens
Graduate Advising and Registration Session; 7:00-9:00 p .m.,
Washington Room, Mather Campus Center
Economics Qualifying Exam, 10:00 a.m., Williams 301
Christmas Term courses begin
Undergraduate Open Period: Graduate classes WILL meet
Last day to finish incomplete courses of previous term
Thanksgiving Vacation: no graduate classes
Classes resume
Last day of graduate classes

Dec. 1, Monday
Jan. 12, Monday
Jan. 14, Wednesday
Jan. 15, Thursday
Feb. 16-20
March 15, Monday
March 29, Monday
April 2, Friday
May 3, Monday
May 4, Tuesday
May 23, Sunday

Registration for Trinity Term opens
Economics Qualifying Exam, 7:30p.m., Williams 301
Trinity Term courses begin
Final day for submitting application for conferral of Master's degree.
Undergraduate Open Period: Graduate classes WILL meet
Spring Vacation begins (graduate classes WILL NOT meet)
Classes resume
Last day to finish incomplete courses of previous term
Final day for submitting theses (signed and graded)
Last day of graduate classes
Commencement Exercises for the 153rd Academic Year

TRINITY TERM - 1976

Second Class Postage paid at Hartford, Connecticut. Published four times a year, March, May, Se
tember and October by Trinity College, Hartford, Connecticut 06106.
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2 I Graduate Studies

The Academic Program
THE Trinity College program of graduate studies provides for the further. scholarly
development of talented men and women who wish to engage in a program of
part-time graduate study.
Courses in the program lead to the degrees of Master of Arts and Master of
Science. Men and women who hold the Bachelor's degree may enroll in graduate
courses for which they are qualified even though they do not matriculate for the
Master's degree.
As a result of its experience since 1927 with part-time graduate study, Trinity has
concluded that the following conditions enable graduate students to progress
toward a Master's degree which will represent superior accomplishment: first, a
limited enrollment of students who are capable, mature, highly motivated; second,
a Faculty of scholar-teachers; third, courses which meet for the longest possible
time consistent with the efficient use of the student's necessarily limited time;
fourth, small classes which meet at the College; fifth, excellent library facilities;
sixth, encouragement of independent research; seventh, careful counseling of students to undertake in any semester no more courses than they can complete to the
best of their ability.
STUDENTS

Men and women who hold the Bachelor's degree may enroll in graduate courses
for which they are qualified even though they do not matriculate for the Master·s
degree. Such persons should consult with the Office of Graduate Studies or the
appropriate departmental graduate adviser before registering. They must ordinarily
provide a transcript of their undergraduate record at the time of registration.
No student who is employed on a full-time basis, whether or not a candidate for
the Master's degree, may in his first term of study at Trinity register for more than
one course. In subsequent semesters a limit of two courses is imposed. This rule
was established to protect students who might undertake more work than they can
accomplish successfully. Students will find that each course requires a large amount
of reading at home or in the library, and most courses will include the preparation of a term paper or report. The Office of Gradu . . te Studies is empowered to
adjust these restrictions for students employed less than full time.
Undergraduates matriculated for the Bachelor's degree at Trinity who are entering their junior or senior year and whose records have been outstanding will be
permitted to enroll in graduate-level courses, except those numbered at the 600
level. To enroll in these courses an eligible student must have the prior approval of
his adviser, of the instructor of the course, and of the Office of Graduate Studies.
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Undergraduates who are admitted to these courses are expected to complete the
same requirements that apply for graduate students.
CANDIDACY FOR THE MASTER's DEGREE

Trinity grants the Master's degree in chemistry, economics, education, English,
French, history, Latin literature and classical civilization, mathematics, philosophy,
physics, political science, and Spanish. Graduate courses in several of these areas
are offered in the Trinity Summer Term as well as the regular college year.
Students who expect to work toward a Master's degree and students who are
seriously considering study toward this degree are urged to apply as early as possible for matriculation as candidates for the degree. There are two advantages
to application prior to, or soon after beginning, graduate study: 1. if the application is not approved the student will be spared the cost of tuition for courses
which will not be credited toward a degree; 2. if the application is approved the
student can be properly advised on a program of study. All candidates will be
expected to complete a minimum of six courses after admission to candidacy.
Applicants are expected to hold a Bachelor's degree from an accredited college.
Recent graduates should have earned an average of B ( 80) in all undergraduate
courses and should show greater proficiency in their field of specialization. Less
emphasis is placed on the undergraduate standing of applicants whose undergraduate study was completed several years ago, but the professional experience and interests of such applicants will be carefully weighed. All applicants should have a
considerable background in the liberal arts and all should have attained facility in
the use of English.
Transcripts of all college work must accompany the application form, a copy
of which can be obtained from the Office of Graduate Studies. In certain cases
applicants may also be asked to submit the results of the Graduate Record Examination or other supporting data. An interview at the Office of Graduate Studies or
with the appropriate departmental adviser may be required after all materials
pertinent to application have been assembled.
Applications which are completed by April I will be considered prior to May 1.
Applications completed by November 1 will be considered prior to December 1.
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS

A course, identified by a single number ( 501 for example) , carries one course
credit. In those cases identified by a hyphenated number ( 651-652 for example),
the unit of study carries two course credits. One course credit is the equivalent of
three semester hours credit.
To receive the Master's degree the candidate must complete a minimum of ten
courses at the graduate level with satisfactory grades (see Graduate Grades). The
candidate must demonstrate proficiency in whatever language, if any, his major
department specifies. Under certain conditions as many as two courses (six semester
hours) from another gradnate school will he credited toward thP requirements for
the Master's degree at Trinity.
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It is implicit in the conferral of any earned degree that study toward that degree
has assumed an important position in the student's life. Consistent with this implication is the imposition of a time limit within which the requirements for a degree
must be completed. At Trinity College the requirements for the Master's degree
must be completed within six years from the beginning of study toward the degree.
The time limit will be specified in each letter of approval of candidacy. Students
who fail to complete the requirements within the designated time may apply for
readmission. This second application must be accompanied by a letter which will
include a detailed explanation for the failure to complete the requirements within
six years. Readmission will not necessarily be granted and, if granted, will normally include a requirement that no more than half of the credit previously earned
be applied toward the Master's degree.
TRANSFER CREDIT

Under certain conditions Trinity will accept credit up to a maximum of two courses
(six semester hours) of graduate work completed at other accredited institutions:
grades received in such courses must meet the minimum standard for graduate
study at Trinity ( "B-" or higher); and such courses must be considered equivalent
to Trinity offerings.
Candidates desiring transfer credit should: 1) submit to the Graduate Office in
writing a full course description; 2) provide a written request for transfer credit
to the Office of Graduate Studies, preferably in advance of actual registration in
the course to be transferred; 3) arrange to have an official transcript of their record serit to the Graduate Office.
THE THEsis AND CoMPREHENSIVEs

A thesis is required of candidates in history and philosophy and of some candidates
in economics, education, English, French, political science and Spanish. Normally, the thesis is the final project undertaken for completion of degree requirements. When a student has chosen a tentative topic or a particular field of study
in which he would like to do his thesis research, he is assigned to a thesis adviser by
the chairman of his department. (The chairman may, if he deems it necessary,
require of the student evidence of his ability to do scholarly writing before assigning him to an adviser or before forwarding notice of the acceptance of the plan and
outline of the thesis project. ) Mter the student has met with his adviser and submitted to him a satisfactory plan and outline for his project, the adviser and the
department chairman will indicate their approval by signing the Thesis Approval
form entitling the student to register with the Graduate Office for course 651-652
of that department. Course credit for the thesis (two course credits) will be
awarded upon its final approval by the adviser and a second reader designated by
the chairman of the major department or the Office of Graduate Studies. The
thesis, in ·final form, must be submitted not later than May 1 of the year in which
the candidate expects to receive his degree.
A student undertaking to write a thesis should obtain from the Graduate Office
a copy of the "Instructions Regarding the Preparation and Submission of Masters'
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Theses at Trinity College" and should consult his department chainnan to learn
of the particular procedures which his department requires.
The College and the departments expect that normally a student will complete
his thesis in the same year in which he registers for it. A student who fails to
complete the thesis within this period (twelve months from the date of registration), and whose time limit for completion of the degree requirements has not yet
expired, must register each year until his thesis is completed as a ..Visiting Scholar."
He shall pay the registration fee and an enrollment fee of $100 each year.
H the major department specifies that the candidate will take a comprehensive
examination in lieu of a thesis the candidate must make the necessary arrangements
with the graduate adviser at the beginning of the Trinity Term. The examination
will be scheduled at the convenience of the department in April or May. Comprehensive examinations are scheduled during the Summer Term in the Department of
Classics and in early fall and late spring in the Department of Modern Languages.
If the student fails the examination, a second and final examination may be requested for administration not earlier than six months nor later than one year after
the initial examination. A grade but no credit is awarded for the comprehensive examination.
By Januarv 15 prior to the Commencement at which the student expects to
receive his degree, he must file an application for conferral of the degree. A form
for this purpose wil1 be provided hy the Graduate Office on request.

Srnt-1

YEAR FOR TEACHERS

Programs of study fitted to individual needs are available to teachers who have
earned the Bachelor's and Master's degrees. Each program will be planned in
conference by the graduate student and the graduate adviser in the major department. and certification of satisfactory performance will be furnished at the conclusion of studv to whatever authorities the student designates. Applicl}tion forms are
available from the Graduate Office.
GRADUATE GRADES

At the conclusion of each course and comprehensive examination each graduate
student wil1 receive a grade from this scale:
Distinction- Hi~h Pass- Pass- Low Pass- Failure
Theses wil1 be graded with one of the following:
Distinction - High Pass - Pass - Fail
Although equivalence of grades between graduate and undergraduate courses
is difficult to define, it is generally agreed among colleges that graduate students
will be expected to attain a higher level of achievement than would be expected
of undergraduates. Frequently this expectation is expressed in a requirement that
graduate credit will be awarded only for courses in which a grade of B or higher
is earned. The faculty of Trinity College regards two passing grades (A and B,
for example) as inadequate differentiation of the quality of acceptable achievement for graduate students. Therefore, the restricted range of achievement for
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which graduate credit is awarded has been divided into three. It should be
understood that the grades of Distinction, High Pass, and Pass are NOT equivalent
to A, B, and C, but represent a finer division of the A and B range.
Whenever a candidate for the Master's degree has received a total of two grades
of Low Pass and/or Failure in his majo:r; field of study, or three such grades regardless of field, his eligibility for further study will be terminated. No more than
one grade of Low Pass will be credited toward the requirements for the Master's
degree.
Graduate students who are not approved candidates for the Master's degree,
will be ineligible for candidacy for the Master's degree if they receive two grades
lower than Pass regardless of field.
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Enrollment in Courses

TUITION CHARGES

The tuition charge is $210 per course, with the exception of the thesis ( 651-652)
and Education 491-492, for which the tuition is $420. For Trinity undergraduates, graduate courses taken for undergraduate credit during the academic year
are counted as part of their regular load. During the Summer Term, the tuition
charges for these courses is at the graduate rate.
In addition to the tuition charges, each student must pay a non-refundable registration fee of ten dollars per term. This fee is payable only once during the Summer
Term, whether the student registers for one or more sessions. Full payment of all
costs must accompany registration for each semester.
NoN-CREDIT ATTENDANCE

Persons who do not wish to receive credit for specific courses may, with permission
of the Office of Graduate Studies, register as auditors. They will receive no credit
and no grade, but a record of their attendance will be made. They need not always
fulfill the prerequisites of the course and are not required to take examinations. The
charge will be the same as if the course were taken for credit.
Graduate students who have been accepted as candidates for the Master's degree
at Trinity College and who have completed two courses at the graduate level will
be allowed to audit without charge a total of two courses. This privilege is without
time limit; the courses may be audited prior to or after the completion of the degree requirements. In each case, however, permission to take a "Graduate Audit"
must be obtained from the Office of Graduate Studies.
REGISTRATION

Students may register by mail or in person at the Graduate Office located on the
first floor of Williams Memorial. Registration cards will be sent automatically to
graduate students enrolled in a degree program or to prospective students who have
requested them. Trinity undergraduates wishing to take graduate courses must register at the Graduate Office, in addition to completing the regular registration procedure. The Graduate Office is open Monday through Friday from 9:00 A.M. to
5:00P.M.
AU courses are limited in size. Students will be enrolled in each course in the
order in which their registration cards are received. To have a wide choice of
courses a student should register as early as possible.
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It is each student's responsibility to determine his eligibility to enroll in a specific
course.
All graduate courses, except those marked with a double asterisk ( 0 • ) , are open
by permission to selected undergraduates in their junior or senior year.

Summer Term
Registration opens May 1.
Full payment of all costs must accompany each registration.
Registrations must be completed five days prior to the beginning of the course.
Late registrations will be accepted through the first day of classes for courses in
which openings remain and a late fee of $5 will be assessed.
Students must attend those courses in which they have enrolled no later than the
second meeting of each course.
No student will be allowed to register for more than two courses in a single session without special permission from the Dean of the Faculty.

Christmas Term
Registration opens on August 1.
A special advising and registration session will be held on Thursday, September
4, from 7:00 to 9:00P.M., where students may meet with the graduate advisers in
each field. Students who wish to do so may register at that session following their
consultation.
For courses which have not reached their limit of enrollment, registration will be
accepted as late as the end of the first week of classes.
Full payment of tuition and registration fee must accompany each registration including vouchers issued by employers.

Trinity Term
Registration opens Decemher 1.
There will be no adviser session prior to the Trinity Term. Students should consult with their advisers during the preceding term.
For courses which have not reached their limit of enrollment, registration will be
accepted as late as the end of the first week of classes.
Full payment of tuition and registration fee must accompany each registration including vouchers issued by employers.

Students are urged to register early as enrollment in most courses is limited.
Students are registered in courses in the order in which registrations are received. Approved Master's degree candidates will be given preference on
enrollment in graduate courses.
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WmmRAw AL
Registration for a course is a commitment to complete the course. Request for withdrawal and reasons for the request must be included in a letter addressed to the
Office of Graduate Studies. Withdrawal is not accomplished by failure to attend
classes or by notification to the instructor. Students contemplating withdrawal
should, if possible, continue their attendance until a reply to their request is received. Unauthorized withdrawal will result in a grade of failure in the course.
No student will be permitted to withdraw from a graduate course after the
twelfth week of a course during the regular academic year or during the last week
of a summer course.
Ordinarily, no refunds of tuition will be made. In exceptional cases- e.g., withdrawal made necessary by serious illness or by call to military service- partial refunds may be granted. Such requests must be made to the Office of Graduate Studies by 4:00P.M. on the second day of classes during the Summer Term or by the
end of the second week of classes during the academic year.

FINANCIAL AssiSTANCE

Graduate students seeking :financial assistance should direct all inquiries to the
Office of Graduate Studies and make formal application for scholarships on the
appropriate forms issued by that office.

Trinity Graduate Scholarships
A limited number of graduate scholarships are available to graduate students who
are approved candidates for the Master's degree. Normally, they must have com·
pleted a minimum of two courses in their major field of concentration at Trinity.
These scholarships entitle recipients to the exemption of one-third of tuition costs
in courses for which they register. They may be applied to maximum of three
courses during any twelve-month period. They are not automatically renewable,
but a new scholarship application may be made at the end of that period.
Preference is given to secondary school teachers. Financial need is the primary
consideration in making awards.

Mitchell B. Stock Scholarship
This scholarship is awarded to a secondary school teacher who has shown unusual
academic promise in pursuit of the Master's degree at Trinity.

Guaranteed Insured Loan Program
Attention is called to the existence of various state educational loan plans established under the Higher Education Act of 1965. For residents of Connecticut, loans
up to $2,500 per year are available for graduate study. The United States Government will subsidize the interest payments on loans up to $2,000 if the adjusted
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annual income of the student's family is below $15,000 or if the student demonstrates need for the loan. Information on the state loan program is available from
local Connecticut banks.

Veteram
Students admitted to Trinity who intend to study under Public Law 89-358 should,
upon admission to Trinity, communicate with their local Veterans Administration Office, requesting an application for a program of education under this law.
It is advisable to begin this procedure at least 6 weeks prior to the beginning of
classes.
All students, both new and continuing, should request certification of student
status from the Registrar's Office, each semester, as soon as registration has been
completed and tuition and fees paid.
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General Information

THE TRINITY

CoLLEGE

LmRARY

Graduate study is possible only where there is a fine library. Trinity's collection of
more than 536,000 volumes including 60,000 government documents, housed in a
modem structure embodying the latest in library construction theory and method,
provides exceptional opportunities for graduate study. The Library adds approximately 10,000 volumes per year and subscribes to over 1,400 periodicals.
Seminar classes often meet in the Library's seminar rooms, close by the volumes
they utilize. The Reference Librarian provides assistance in the use of the Library
in connection with term papers and theses.

REGULATIONS

Absences. Students are expected to attend all class meetings; they are not "entitled"
to any absences. Excessive absences will be sufficient cause for required withdrawal.
An absence from an announced examination may be excused only for sickness certified by a doctor or emergencies by the Office of Graduate Studies.
Parking. Specific parking regulations for use of the Trinity College parking lots
must be observed by all students, whether taking evening or Summer Term classes.
These regulations are contained on a separate sheet which is given to each student
together with the confirmation of his registration. They are also available in the
Graduate Office.
All students who bring automobiles to the campus must file an automobile registration card with the Graduate Office. Each student who registers an automobile
will receive a serial-numbered parking permit.
The automobile registration fee is five dollars annually.

Inclement Weather. It is always a problem to notify students whether a class will
meet during inclement weather. This procedure will be followed: Each instructor
will use his discretion regarding the meeting of his class when poor weather conditions prevail or are predicted. He will provide the mem hers of his class with a telephone number at which he can be reached between 5:00 and 6:00P.M. prior to the
scheduled meeting of the class at 7:00P.M. to convey his decision. For this information students should NOT call the College switchboard or the Graduate Office. In
extraordinary cases when it is necessary to cancel all classes, this information will be
announced over WTIC.
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CoRRESPONDENCE AND OFFICE

Houns

All requests for admission, registration, and current standing should be addressed
to Mrs. Carole M. Lawson, Graduate and Summer Studies (ext. 321). Requests for
transcripts and other information about students who are not active degree candidates should be obtained from the Office of the Registrar (ext. 356).
The Graduate Office is open Monday through Friday, from 9:00A.M. until 5:00
P.M. during the academic year; and from 8:30 A.M. to 4:00 P.M. during the Summer Term.

HoURS:

ACADEMIC

YEAR

Claaaea
Classes which meet once during the week, Monday through Thursday, will be
held in the evening from 7:00 to 10:00 P.M. unless stated otherwise in the course
description; if scheduled for two meetings per week, the time is noted in the
course description.
Mat~ Campus Center

Hours will be posted in Mather Campus Center.
McCook Library

Open specifically for graduate students Monday through Thursday evenings
from 6:00 P.M. to 10:00 P.M.
Trinity College Library
Monday through Friday, 8:30A.M. to 12:00 midnight
Saturday, 9:30A.M. to 12:00 midnight
Sunday, 12:00 noon to 12:00 midnight
During vacation periods the Library will post a special schedule of hours.
Austin Arts Center

Hours will be posted in the Austin Arts Center.
SUMMER TERM RESIDENTIAL FACILITIES

Housing
On-campus housing is available to students registered in the Summer Term. The
charge for an on-campus space is $17 per week. The cost is payable in advance, at
the time of registration.
No single or double rooms will be available; each apartment will house three
persons. Air conditioning and full kitchens are included in each apartment, but
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no kitchen utensils are provided by the College. Resident students .must furnish
their own linen, pillows, blankets, wastebaskets, and desk lamps, if desired. Linen
service will be available. Residents will be expected to arrive on campus between
one and eight o'clock of the day preceding the opening of classes, and may pick up
room keys at the Mather Campus Center desk. Students may occupy rooms only
during sessions in which they are enrolled in class. Under no circumstances, however, may students occupy rooms prior to June 29 or after August 29. Further information about housing and other aspects of residential life will be provided by the
Office for College Residences at the time of check-in. Send all requests for summer
housing reservation cards to Summer Housing, Elinor Tilles, Assistant Dean for
College Residences, Trinity College, Hartford, Ct. 06106.
Medical Service

The College nurse will be in the infirmary from 8:30A.M. to 12 noon and from 1:00
to 4:00P.M., Monday through Friday. The services rendered by the nurse are somewhat limited, but they are available to all students enrolled in Summer Term pro-

grams.
The College physician will be available for consultation in the Medical Office on
weekday mornings as needed. The service is limited to resident students. Expense
of any additional medical care will be the responsibility of the student. Visiting
students are not covered by the Trinity College group medical insurance, nor are
graduate students.
Meall

Limited snack bar service may be available in Mather Campus Center on Monday
through Friday. (More details will be available later.) There are several other
eating places within walking distance of the College.

HoURS:

SUMMER

TERM

Classes meet Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday, unless stated otherwise in
the course description.
Trinity College Library

Hours will be posted in the Library.
Mather Campus Center

Hours will be posted in Mather Campus Center.
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Departmental Programs
CHEMISTRY

Chairman and Graduate Adviser:
Professor Henry A. DePhillips, Jr.
A two-year, full-tim e program in chemistry leading to the Master of Science
degree is offered by Trinity College. It involves course work and an advanced
research project leading to a thesis of a character suitable for publication. A reading knowledge of German is required for the Master of Science degree. The Department has a limited number of graduate assistantships open to Master's degree
candidates.
Graduation from an accredited college with a major in chemistry is required
for admission to this program. Courses taken must include at least one year of
general chemistry and one year each of organic, and physical chemistry. One year
each of college mathematics (calculus) and college physics are also required.
Students interested in this program should consult the chairman of the Chemistry Department.
There are no evening graduate courses in chemistry.
EcoNOMICS

Chairman:

PROFESSOR RICHARD ScHEUCH

Graduate Adviser: PROFESSOH

RoBERT

A.

BATTIS

The :Master of Arts program in economics is designed for two categories of students: for men and women in business, education, and government who view the
~fa ster's degree as a terminal degree, the program provides an analytical approach to a variety of contemporary economic problems; for students who plan
to pursue study beyond the M.A. degree, the program offers rigorous training in
the fundamentals of the discipline. Students who are candidates for admission to
the Master's program in economics are expected to have completed substantial
undergraduate work in economics. However, students with outstanding undergraduate records and only minimal work in economics have been admitted to the
program.
Students who apply for candidacy for the Master's degree will normally have
their applications reviewed after they have completed Economics 501 and 502.
Graduate students who have not been admitted to the program may enroll in
graduate courses offered by the Department with permission of the Graduate Adviser and the instructor of the course. Every Master's candidate must complete ten
courses, including Economics 501,502 and 541.
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All persons who desire to major in economics, or who merely desire to register
in Economics 501, must demonstrate competence to undertake study at this level
by passing a qualifying examination. Those who achieve a grade of Distinction in

this examination will be exempted from taking Economics 501. Those who are not
quali6ed to enroll in Economics 501 should enroll in Economics 500, which is designed for students who need to refresh their understanding of basic economics,
or who have had little or no undergraduate training in economics. To enable prospective candidates to enroll in Economics 501 in the Fall of 1975, Economics 500
will be offered during the Summer Session 1975, and the qualifying examination
will be administered on Saturday, May 17, 1975 at 10:00 A.M. in Williams Memorial
301. The qualifying examination will also be administered on Saturday, September
6, 1975 at 10:00 A.M. and on Monday, January 12, 1976 at 7:30P.M. in Williams
Memorial30l. 9
Economics 501, 502 and 541 are required of all students admitted to candidacy
and are normally taken in sequence before electing other course offerings. (Students admitted to candidacy prior to September 1972 will normally be required to
take Economics 651--652. ) Economics 501 is a prerequisite for all other courses
in the Department. Students may, with the approval of the Department, substitute for two of the elective courses in economics two courses from related disciplines. Certain courses taken at The Hartford Graduate Center, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute may be counted toward the degree with the approval of the
Graduate Adviser.

Courses in the Economics Program
500.
501.
502.
503.
504.
505.
506.
507.
508.
509.
510.
511.

Economic Principles and Problems
Microeconomic Theory
Macroeconomic Theory
Labor Economics
Union-Management Relations
Fiscal Policy
Public Finance
History of Economic Thought
Monopoly and Public Policy
Corporation Finance
Money and Banking
Economics of the Securities Markets

512. Mathematical Economics
513. Socialism
514. Urban Economics
515. International Economics
516. International Economic Problems
518. Basic Econometrics
521. Economic History of Western Europe
522. Economic History of the United States
523. Economic Development
524. Comparative Economic Systems
541. Methods of Research
651-652. Thesis

(Note: A limited number of students who require a single course to complete their programs,
which course is not available during a term for which they wish to register, or who have completed the several courses offered during a given term, may, with the permission of the instructor
of such a course and the Graduate Adviser, enroll in a tutorial course corresponding to a regular
course offering. )

• This two-hour examination, basically essay in character, requires analytical and graphical demonstration of competence in microeconomic theory at a level represented by such textbooks as:
Leftwich, The Price System and Resource Allocation; Due and Clower, Intermediate Economic Analysis; and Ferguson, Micro-Economic Theory.
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Summer Term, 1975
ECONOMICS 500. Economic Principles and Problems. The study of basic economic princi·
ples pertaining to the operation of the pricing system, income distribution, national income analysis, monetary and fiscal policy, and international trade.
This course may be taken for graduate credit but will not be credited toward the requirements for the Master's degree in economics. The course is designed for those who have not pre·
viously studied economics and for those who wish to refresh their understanding of basic eco·
nomics. Course meetings: May 20, 22, 27, 29; June 3, 5, 10, 12, 17, 19, 24, 26; and July 1 and 3.
-Battis 6:30-9:30 p.m.

Christmas Term- September 1975 to December 1975
ECONOMICS 501. Microeconomic Theory. A study of resource allocation and product dis·
tribution in a market system. Market behavior is analyzed in terms of the determinants of demand, the supply conditions of productive services, the logic of the productive process, and the
institutional structure of markets. The purpose of the course, required of all students majoring
in economics, is to provide rigorous training in fundamental analytical techniques.
All students wishing to enroll in Economics 501 must demonstrate a competence to undertake
study in economics at the graduate level by passing a qualifying examination. 0 Those who receive a grade of Distinction on this examination will be exempted from Economics 501. Those
not qualified to enroll in Economics 501 should enroll in Economics 500. The qualifying examination will be administered in Williams Memorial301 on Saturday, May 17, 1975 at 10:00 a.m.;
on Saturday, September 6, 1975 at 10:00 a.m.; and on Monday, January 12, 1976 at 7:30p.m.
- MeN ally Monday
ECONOMICS 511. Economics of the Securities Markets. Application of economic analysis
to selected topics relating to securities markets. Among the major subjects developed are: the
"efficient market" hypothesis; techniques for the selection of securities; portfolio theory and
practice; and an evaluation in terms of cost-benefit analysis of specific topics in regulatory
policy.- Curran Tuesday
ECONOMICS 515. International Economics. An analysis of the forces that underlie the economic transactions and relations between nations. Emphasis is placed upon: foreign exchange
and international financial markets; the structure and interpretation of the balance of international payments; international trade theory; the adjustment of balance-of-payments problems
of the United States. Prerequisite: Economics 501 or equivalent.- Lindsey Wednesday
ECONOMICS 541. Methods of Research. An investigation into economic methodology in·
eluding definitions of economics as a science and the problem of verification; will include an intro·
duction to quantitative methods. Normally taken after completion of Economics 501 and 502
and prior to election of other courses. See Degree Requirements. Prerequisite: Permission of in·
structor. - Gold Thursday
00

ECONOMICS 651-652. Thesis. Conference hours by appointment. Two course credits.
An original research project on a topic approved by the Chairman of the Department and the
Supervisor of the project. Required for students admitted to candidacy prior to September 1972.
These candidates may, with the permission of the Graduate Adviser, substitute Economics 541
and one other elective course for Economics 651-652.- Scheuch and Staff
0
This two-hour examination, basically essay in character, requires analytical and graphical
demonstration of competence in microeconomic theory at a level represented by such textbooks
as: Leftwich, The Price System and Resource Allocation; Due and Clower, Intermediate Economic Analysis; and Ferguson, Micro-Economic Theory.
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Trinity Term- January 1976 to May 1976
ECONOMICS 502. Macroeconomic Theory. Neo-Keynesian economic statics; basic models
of real economic growth with full employment within a monetary system. Required of all majors.
Prerequisite: Economics 501 or permission of the instructor.- Zannoni Wednesday
ECONOMICS 504.

Union-Management Relations.

Analysis of union management relations

in the United States including: history of the union movement; principal issues in collective bar-

gaining; intensive study of collective bargaining experience in selected industries and the public
sector; collective bargaining legislation. Prerequisite: Economics 501 or equivalent.- Scheuch
Tuesday
ECONOMICS 506. Public Finance. An examination of the Federal budget, of the tax system
of the United States, and of Fiscal Federalism, with special reference to the allocation, distribution, and stabilization objectives of specific taxes and expenditures. Analyses of the theory of
public goods and of externalities, of private market failure, and of government corrective action.
Actual policies will be evaluated in the context of the analytical framework developed in
course. Prerequisite: Economics 501.- Dunn Monday
••ECONOMICS 651-652 Thesis. Conference hours by appointment. Two course credits.
An original research project on a topic approved by the Chairman of the Department and the
Supervisor of the project. Required for students admitted to candidacy prior to September
1972. These candidates may, with the permission of the Graduate Adviser, substitute Economics 541 and one other elective course for Economics 651-652.- Scheuch and Staff

EDUCATION

Chairman and Graduate Adviser:
AssociATE PROFEssoR CHARLES

B.

SCHULTZ

Graduate study in education is broadly conceived by the Department as providing
course offerings of value and interest for elementary and secondary school teachers
in service, prospective secondary school teachers, and persons with Master's degrees who want to extend their graduate education to the sixth year level. The program is also valuable for individuals in other occupations whose work is educational in character and those persons, not professionally concerned with education,
who desire to achieve a better understanding of the problems currently facing public and independent schools.
The education program is flexible so that it can be adapted to meet the particular
needs of each student. The Department offers three areas of concentration for
~laster's degree candidates and for those interested in sixth year programs of study.
The student may concentrate in one of these areas, combine two of them, or sample
from them all.
Focus on the Leamer- The emphasis is on identifying learning problems which
may arise because of learning disabilities, because of social influences beyond the
control of the school or the family, or because students are especially able. Special
instructional techniques appropriate for particular groups or individuals will be
examined.
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535.
536.
537.

Individual Differences and
Development
Educating Gifted Students
Learning Disabilities

580. The Urban Learner
601A. Individualized Instruction
601. Research in Education

Focus on the Process and Analysis of Instruction- Instruction is analyzed from
several perspectives: The learner's, the teacher's, and the supervisor,s. The initiation, content, and measurement and evaluation of the instructional process is considered. The computer courses are offered in cooperation with the Engineering
Department.
505.
521.
524.
576.
581.
582.

Psychology for Instruction
Secondary School Teaching
Secondary School Curriculum
Educational Measurement and
Evaluation
Developmental Reading in the
Secondary School
The Study of English in Secondary
Schools

583.

Theories of Motivation Applied to
Instruction
585. Computer Programming and the
Teacher
586. Computers in Mathematics and
Science
601A. Supervisory Practices for Improving
Teacher Effectiveness
601. Research in Education

Focus on Basic Issues in Education- A broad-gauged examination of fundamental problems in education. Current and perennial issues are examined from the
vantage points of history, philosophy, sociology, and psychology.
501.
502.
507.
526.

History of Education
Philosophies of Education
School and Society
The Content of Education: Issues in
the Philosophy of Curriculum

601A. Comparative Education
601A. Public Policy and Education
602B. Value Theory in Education

Trinity is approved for the preparation of teachers of academic subjects in publi
junior and senior high schools in Connecticut. The certification program will also
meet the requirements of 28 other states. Students desiring to prepare for secondary
certification must be approved candidates for the Master's degree (in education or
some other subject). Most of the education courses required for certification can
be credited toward the Master's degree. One exception is Education 491-492, Student Teaching, which is not awarded graduate credit. Those interested in certification should consult the Department Chairman concerning the details of state requirements.
Candidates for the Master of Arts degree with a major in education may combine course work in education with course work in other departments with the prior
approval of their adviser. At least five courses must be taken in the Education Department. Either eight course credits and a thesis (Education 651-652) or ten
course credits plus a Comprehensive Examination is required for the degree.
Courses in education are available in both the summer term and during the
academic year. To enable candidates studying only in the summers to complete the
requirements for the Master's degree in a minimum of three summers, courses will
be available on an alternating basis.
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Summer Term, 1975- Session I, June 30 to July 29
EDUCATION 521. Secondary School Teaching. An examination of instructional procedures
from theoretical and practical viewpoints. Students will prepare brief lessons which will be
videotaPf'd for later analysis. Each student will be encouraged to pursue his particular interests
within areas of academic specialization.- Shipe 8:00-10:00 a.m.
EDUCATION 524. Secondary School Curriculum. A study of the history and problems involved in curriculum change in the secondary school, including an analysis of trends and developments in various subjects in the curriculum. Emphasis will be placed on the role of the local
school faculty in curriculum development. - Shipe 10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
EDUCATION 531.
531, page 24. )

Studies in Genre: Children's Literature.

]une 30 to August 8 (See English

EDUCATION 583. Theories of Motivation Applied to Instruction. Although some attention
will be given to theories based on reinforcement, major emphasis will be devoted to "intrinsic"
motivation as represented by selected cognitive approaches. Research related to each theory will
be examined and the applicability of the theory to the instructional setting will be assessed.
-Schultz 4:30-6:30 p.m.
"EDUCATION 601A.

Seminar: A Study of Studying.

A relatively unstructured exploration of

how students study. Are there skills or techniques which are used by learners who study effectively but not by others who have difficulty learning from reading assignments and lectures?

This question will be the focus of a cooperative effort by seminar members to review relevant research literature. An attempt will be made to examine study habits such as reviewing, notetaking,
underlining, listening, and cramming and to assess their relationship to achievement. The feasability of teaching effective study tecJmiques as an adjunct to subject matter in various disciplines will be considered.- Schultz 1:30-3:30 p.m.
"EDUCATION 651-652. Thesis. Both sessions. Two course credits. The preparation of a
comprehensive paper representing an original solution to a clearly-defined, significant educational problem. Registration for this course must be accompanied by written permission from
the Chairman of the Department. Prerequisite: Education 601: Research in Education. See Degree Requirements.- Schultz and Staff Conference hours by appointment.

Summer Term, 1975- Session 11, July 31 to August 29
EDUCATION 505. Psychology for Instruction. A course on psychological theories and concepts which are important for instruction including learning, motivation, cognitive development,
and social processes.- Christopherson 8:00-10:00 a.m.
EDUCATION 576.

Educational Measurement and Evaluation.

An introduction to the meth-

ods and theoretical issues in measurement and evaluation. Students will acquire basic skills in
classroom test construction. The use and interpretation of standardized tests and the controversy surrounding testing will be explored. - Christopherson 10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
''EDUCATION 602A. Seminar: Comparative Education. A comparative study of the structure, aims, and function of contemporary systems of education, including an analysis of the historical and sociocultural factors leading to their present forms. The educational problems facing
other nations of the world will be stressed for comparative purposes. Attention will be given
throughout to the methodology employed by scholars in the field.- Itzkoff 1:30-3:30 p.m.
"EDUCATION 602B. Seminar: Value Theory in Education. This is a seminar on the
philosophic problem of values and their relationship to education. The major issues to be explored
include the nature of values and the nature of education; the nature of a moral issue; sources
of value; contemporary value theories and education; ethics and education; the person; freedom
and education; and aesthetics and education. - ltzkoff 4:30-6:30 p.m.
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00
EDUCATION 651-652. Thesis. Both sessions. Two course credits. The preparation of a
comprehensive paper representing an original solution to a clearly-defined, significant educational problem. Registration for this course must be accompanied by written permission from
the Chairman of the Department. Prerequisite: Education 601: Research in Education. See D egree Requirements.- Schultz and Staff Conference hours by appointment.

Christmas Term- September 1975 to December 1975
EDUCATION 491-492. Student Teaching. May not be taken for graduate credit. Two
undergraduate course credits. A laboratory course of supervised observation and teaching experience in cooperating secondary schools in the Capital Area. The course also includes a series
of seminar sessions. The student should be able to spend a full day at the secondary school for a
period of at least nine weeks and must ordinarily observe or teach approximately 140 school
periods. Prerequisites: approval as a candidate for the Master's degree and completion of six
semester hours of study in education at Trinity College including Education 521. Enrollment
is limited and permission of the Chairman of the Department and of the instructor is required .
Additional fee: $10.00.- Shipe and Staff
EDUCATION 521. Secondary School Teaching. A study of secondary education in America,
with emphasis upon current aims, curriculum patterns, and teaching methods and materials. Each
student will be encouraged to pursue particular interests within his areas of academic specialization; for the student preparing to teach, course requirements will be pointed toward his professional practice. - Shipe Tuesday
EDUCATION 524. Secondary School Curriculum. A study of the history and problems involved in curriculum change in the secondary school, including an analysis of trends and developments in various subjects in the curriculum. Emphasis will be placed on the role of the local
school faculty in curriculum development. - Shipe Thursday
EDUCATION 526. The Content of Education: Issues in the Philosophy of Curriculum. Concepts and positions related to curricular issues will be explored, as will their implications for
teaching practice. Particular attention will be given to the nature and function of different "subjects" in a curriculum; the justification of decisions governing the selection and design of content,
and the logical, psychological, and environmental dimensions of such decisions; the educational
relevance of educational "relevance"; the nature of "liberal" and specialized education; the conflict between free inquiry and practicality as educational goals; the nature and implications for
instruction of social, moral, psychological, and "structural" goals.- Rabineau Wednesday
EDUCATION 535. Individual Differences and Development. A study of individual differences in aptitudes, personality, and achievement. Consideration will be given to the genetic,
environmental, and developmental origins of these differences. Emphasis will be on the importance of these differences for education. Not open for students who have taken Education 503 or
504.- Christopherson Thursday
EDUCATION 580. The Urban Learner. An examination of the explanations of the academic
failure of urban learners. These include explanations which place the primary onus fur failure
upon the child and his family and those which characterize educational institutions and society
at large as racist and attribute failure to those sources. Research associated with the various viewpoints will be examined.- Schultz Tuesday and Thursday 1:15-2:30 p.m.
00
EDUCATION 601. Research in Education. A non-mathematical overview of elementary
statistics and research designs. In addition, students will have two options: A research project
for those interested in conducting their own investigation and critiques of published research
reports for tho·se whose primary interest is in acquiring the technical knowledge necessary for
reading and understanding the research literature in various educational fields.- Schultz Monday
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••EDUCATION 651-652 Thesis. Both terms. Two course credits. The preparation of a
comprehensive paper representing an original solution to a clearly-defined, significant educational problem. Registration for this course must be ·accompanied by written permission from the
Chairman of the Department. Prerequisite: Education 601: Research in Education. See Degree
Requirements. - Schultz and Staff Conference hours by appointment.

Trinity Term- January 1976 to May 1976
EDUCATION 491-492. Student Teaching. May not be taken for graduate credit. Two
undergraduate course credits. A laboratory course of supervised observation and teaching experience in cooperating secondary schools in the Capital Area. The course also includes a series
of seminar sessions. The student should be able to spend a full day at the secondary school for a
period of at least nine weeks and must ordinarily observe or teach approximately 140 school
periods. Prerequisites: approval as a candidate for the Master's degree and completion of six
semester hours of study in education at Trinity College including Education 521. Enrollment is
limited and permission of the Chairman of the Department and of the instructor is required.
Additional fee: $10.00.- Shipe and Staff
EDUCATION 505. Psychology for Instruction. A course on psychological theories and concepts which are important for instruction including learning, motivation, cognitive development,
and social processes.- Christopherson Thursday
EDUCATION 507. The School and Society. A study of the school as a social institution. Data
will be drawn from recent findings in anthropology, sociology, and psychology. Community power
structure, social class economic status, and population problems in contemporary American
society will be analyzed as these impinge on school policy.- Schultz Tuesday
EDUCATION 537. Learning Disabilities. A study of the definitions, theoretical issues, origins,
and educational implications of learning disabilities. -Christopherson Monday
EDUCATION 581. Developmental Reading in the Secondary School. Students will study the
psychological bases of reading and reading instruction. Relevant theory and research in cognition, perception, language, learning and motivation will be explored. Students will observe reading instruction in local schools (arranged through the Office of Community Affairs), observe their
own teaching through video-taped exercises, and work with reading pacers, controlled readers,
and reading materials. Required of all English majors wishing to teach in the public schools,
but open to all interested students.- Christopherson Tuesday 4:00-7:00 p.m.
EDUCATION 582. The Teaching of English in Secondary Schools. The nature and scope
of literary study and reader response will be explored both theoretically and practically as guides
to curriculum design, course content, teaching methods, and interdisciplinary innovation. In
order to negotiate the "bridge" between studying English and teaching English, students will
design, teach and analyze a variety of video-taped "micro-teaching" lessons. Required of all
English majors wishing to teach in public schools, but open to all interested students. - Rabineau
Thursday 4:00-7:00 p.m.
••EDUCATION 601A. Seminar: Individualized Instruction. An investigation of exemplary
approaches to individualized instruction in the classroom, including the history, theory and practice of this contemporary concept. The course will discuss techniques used in developing special
materials and establishing procedures for individualizing study units and courses.- Shipe
Wednesday
00
EDUCATION 651-652. Thesis. Both terms. Two course credits. The preparation of a
comprehensive paper representing an original solution to a clearly-defined, significant educational problem. Registration for this course must be accompanied by written petmission from the
Chairman of the Department. Prerequisite: Education 601: Research in Education. See Degree
Requirements.- Schultz and Staff Conference hours by appointment.
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ENGLISH

Chairman and Graduate Adviser:

PROFESSOR PAUL SMITH

Graduate courses in English at Trinity are designed for persons with a background
of study in English who have a professional or personal interest in pursuing advanced work, usually leading to the M.A. degree. Although the majority of students are teachers of English in secondary schools, the program is open to all interested and qualified persons.
A student is expected to have completed an undergraduate major in English,
or its equivalent in English courses, to the extent of eight course credits ( 24 semester hours or credits) exclusive of freshman English, speech, or journalism. Students
applying for candidacy for the degree of Master of Arts should meet the above
requirements with a grade average of at least B or 80. All students beginning
graduate courses in English at Trinity for the first time, regardless of whether or
not they intend to apply eventually for degree candidacy, must have their academic credentials reviewed by the Graduate Office prior to registration; an-average
of at least B is usually required. Candidates for degrees in other fields who have
had 15 hours of English may be admitted to English courses by permission of the
Chairman.
Candidates are required to take a total of ten courses, of which eight must be in
the Department. Outside the Department, candidates may take graduate courses
in history, linguistics, philosophy, religion, or a foreign language or literature.
The Department of English offers two alternative programs of courses leading to
the M.A. in English, as follows:
Program I. Required Courses:
English 553 or 554. The Study of English
A Literary History Course
A Genre Course
A Course in a Major Author (Note: The course may not duplicate one taken to
satisfy the requirements above. )
Four.Elective Courses
English 651, 652. Thesis
Program II. Required Courses:
English 553 or 554. The Study of English
A Literary History Course
A Genre Course
A Course in a Major Author (Note: The course may not duplicate one taken to
satisfy the requirements above.)
Five Elective Courses
English 653 or 654: Seminar Essays
The last :five courses may be taken consecutively or concurrently. For three of
them, the student writes an extended paper in addition to the papers regularly
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Registration
Students are urged to register early as enrollment in most courses is
limited. Students are registered in courses in the order in which registrations are received. Approved Master's degree candidates will be given
preference on enrollment in graduate courses.

PLEASE PRINT ON ALL FORMS
COLLEGE LAST ATTENDED - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

DATES OF ATTENDANCE

PERMANENT ADDRESS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

EMPLOYED BY

CITIZEN OF WHAT N A T I O N ? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

0 Yes (Contact V.A. counselor in Registrar's Office
UNDER G.l. BILL?

each semester to request certifica·

tion of student status.)

0

No

NAME AND ADDRESS OF PERSON TO NOTIFY IN CASE OF EMERGENCY

Name

Address

Phone
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Registration Instructions
1. Students may register by mail or they may come to the Graduate
Office. The Office is open Monday through Friday from 9:00 a.m.
to 5:00p.m.

2. Registration opens on the following dates :
Summer Term -May 1
Christmas Term- August 1
Trinity Term
-December 1
No registration will be accepted after the second meeting of a
course, nor will changes be permitted after this date.
3. In registering, students should fill out both the "Course Selection"
card and the Payment of Charges card.
4. Full payment of tuition and registration fee must accompany each
registration. Make check payable to The Trustees of Trinity College.
5. A student is not eligible for the credit in a course for which he has
not completed the prerequisites. It is imperative that students
select courses carefully and that they undertake no study for which
they are inadequately prepared or which they may be unable to
complete.

PLEASE PRINT ON ALL FORMS

REGISTRATION- COURSE SELECTION

0 CHRISTMAS TERM

0 TRINITY TERM

0 SUMMER TERM

Indicate Session in
left margin.
MISS
MRS.
MR. ______~Last -------------=
First~----------~M~id~d~
le__________________
CURRENT
ADDRESS - - - - - -- ----------------=:------------=----------:::--::--:--------Street
City
State
Zip Code
HOME TELEPHONE

BUSINESS TELEPHONE - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

HAVE YOU PREVIOUSLY
DATES OF
A TrENDED TRINITY? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ATTENDANCE - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - DEGREE HELD _ _ _ _ COLLEGE - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - YEAR REC ' D - - - - - - - - SESSION
Summer
only

SUBJECT

COURSE NO .

....R£l.n.l

PERIOD

PLEASE CHECK ONE
CREDIT

AUDIT
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Graduate Advising and Registration Session
Non-matriculated students who are in doubt concerning their eligibility to register for certain courses and candidates for the Master's
degree who wish assistance in selecting courses for the coming year
should plan to meet with the appropriate graduate advisers.
Students who wish to meet with advisers should not £11 out the registration forms but should bring their copy of the catalogue. They will
be able to register following their meeting with advisers. Students
should check carefully the hour they should appear.
Students will be interviewed in the order of their arrival.
Thursday evening, September 4- Washington Room, Mather Campus Center
Economics
Education

English
History

Mathematics
Modern Languages
Political Science

Philosophy
Physics

Students should plan their arrival with the following schedule:
Those whose last names begin with the letters

A through F 7:00 p.m.
G through L 7:30 p.m.

M through R
S through Z

7:45p.m.
8:00p.m.

PAYMENT OF CHARGES

0

CHRISTMAS TERM

0

TRINITY TERM

MISS
MRS.
MR. - - - - lca - s t - - - - - ----=
Fir- s t - - - - --

0

SUMMER TERM

--:-:M-:id:-:cd:-le_ _ _ _ _ (PLEASE PRINT)

ADDRESS---------------------------Street
City
State
Zip Code
SESSION I
REGISTRATION FEE ($ 10 each term)
(Payable once for summer term)
LATE PENALTY
TUITION ($210 per course)
LABORATORY FEE(S)
AUTOMOBILE REGISTRATION
($5 annually)
TOTAL CHARGES
PAYMENT ENCLOSED
BALANCE DUE

SESSION II

TOTAL
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AUTOMOBILE REGISTRATION

0

0

CHRISTMAS TERM

0

TRINITY TERM

SUMMER TERM

TRINITY COLLEGE PARKING PERMIT NO .

MISS
MRS .
MR. - -- --

last

- -- --

- --

First

PLEASE
- - - - - - - - - - - , . . . , . . , . . - - - - - - - - - - PRINT

Middle

ADDRESS - - - - - - : : - - - - - - - - - - - - , = - : - - - --

Street

YR.

MAKE

City

BODY STYLE

---=-- - - - = : --::--- : - - - - - -

COLOR

State

STATE

Zip Code

LICENSE PLATE NO .

TRINITY COLLEGE, HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT 06106

Automobile Registration
All students who bring automobiles to the campus must file an automobile registration card with the Graduate Office. Each student who
registers an automobile will receive a serial-numbered parking permit.
The registration fee will be five dollars annually.
Trinity College appreciates the cooperation and courtesy shown to
one another by students, staff, faculty and friends who observe the
established rules and regulations. The rules were put into effect
in order to assure the safety of the community and to control the
very limited parking facilities available.
Violations of these rules cause inconvenience and even can be dangerous to the best interests of all.
Students are requested to cooperate by keeping the use of motor
vehicles on campus at an absolute minimum.
Please be sure you have a copy of "Your Motor Vehicle on Campus."

assigned in the course. These three extra papers are to be related to a general topic
proposed by the student and approved by the Department before taking the last
three courses. (Example: A student might elect to take courses in Chaucer, N arrative Poetry, and Satire, with three papers related to the general topic of Chaucer's narrative satires, written under the guidance of a member of the Department.) Mter successful completion of the three papers, the student receives one
course credit for English 653 or 654.
Students who wish to establish special programs or meet certain professional requirements may, with the approval of the Chairman and the Committee on Graduate Studies, take a limited number of 300- or 400-level English courses with
additional assignments for graduate credit.
At times the Department offers teaching assistantships to a few graduate students, usually those with experience in teaching expository writing and the subject matter of a particular 100- or 200-level course. For further information call the
Department Chairman during the week prior to the beginning of the undergraduate
term.

CourBes in the English Program
Each course has two numbers: odd for first term, even for second.
Studies in Literary History
Studies in Medieval Literature
Studies in Renaissance Literature
Studies in Seventeenth Century
Literature
519, 520. Studies in Eighteenth Century
Literature

511, 512.
513,514.
515, 516.
517,518.

521, 522.
523, 524.
525, 526.
527,528.
529, 530.

Studies in Nineteenth Century
British Literature
Studies in Nineteenth Century
American Literature
Studies in Twentieth Century
British Literature
Studies in Twentieth Century
American Literature
Studies in Contemporary
Literature

531, 532.
533, 534.
535, 536.
537, 538.
541, 542.
543, 544.
545, 546.
547, 548.

Studies in Genre
Studies in Drama
Studies in Fiction
Studies in Poetry
Major Author
Chaucer
Shakespeare
Milton

551, 552.
553, 554.
555, 556.

Studies in Linguistics
The Study of English
Studies in Literary Criticism

561, 562.
563, 564.

Studies in Ideas
Independent Reading

651-652. Thesis
653, 654. Seminar Essays

Summer 1975, Six-Week Session- June 30 to August 8
ENGLISH 521. Studies in Nineteenth Century British Literature: The Romantic Poets. A detailed study of the poetry and prose of Coleridge, Wordsworth, Byron, Shelley, and Keats with
some attention to the formative influences of the Romantic movement. (Literary History requirement.) -Ogden 1:30-3:00 p.m.
ENGLISH 527. Studies in Twentieth Century American Literature: American Fiction Since
World War IT. A study of the social/aesthetic strategies of some influential contemporary
American novels (and one British one): Lolita, On the Road, One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest,
The Catcher in the Rye, The Sot-Weed Factor, Herzog, The Sirens of Titan, The Golden Notebook, Grendel. Some reading of theory and criticism: Booth, Lukacs, Burke, others. (Literary History requirement.) -Harold Monday and Thursday Evenings First class meets at 7:00 p.m.
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ENGLISH 531. Studies in Genre: Children's Literature. A study of some influential fiction
written (ostensibly) for children: Alice in Wonder land, Wind in the Willows, Winnie-the-Pooh,
The Book of Three, The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe, The Little Prince, The Phantom
Tollbooth, Charlotte's Web, Homer Price, The Fellowship of the Ring, others. We will attempt
to test the applicability to this sub-genre of certain critical concepts developed for analysis and
evaluation of "serious" or "adult" fiction (such as the various concepts of realism). Some reading
in theory of fiction and criticism of children's literature. (Genre requirement.) -Harold 1:303:00p.m. (Same as Education 531.)
ENGLISH 532. Studies in Genre: Creative Writing Workshop. Seminar in literary writing
with emphasis on the writing of poetry. Discussion of student work, the study of selected contemporary poems, and a consideration of the methodology of teaching poetry in secondary schools.
(Genre requirement. ) - Ogden Tuesday evening, and one other weekly meeting to be arranged.
First class meets at 7:00p.m.
ENGLISH 533. Studies in Drama: Theater of Violence. Readings in Richard Slatkin, Rene
Girard, Freud, Sophocles, Euripides, Shakespeare, Lorca, Brecht, Artaud, Peter Weiss, Peter
Shaffer, and Norman Mailer. (Genre requirement.) -Hunter 3:30-5:00 p.m.
ENGLISH 535. Studies in Fiction: Surrational Strategies. A study of modem, non-realistic
forms of fiction- parody, satire, irony, black comedy, nonsense, pornography, fantasy, surrealism,
and myth - as strategies for attacking rationalism and for establishing values on non-rational
foundations. Among the works to be studied: Heart of Darkness, Nightmare Abbey, Brave New
World, The Day of the Locust, Catch-22, Alice Through the Looking-Glass, Story of 0, Phantastes, Nadia, Why Are We in Vietnam? and Go Down, Moses. (Genre requirements.) -Kuyk
11:00 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
ENGLISH 541. Joseph Conrad. This course will examine modem theories of the novel and
test them against the major works of Joseph Conrad. (Major Author requirement.) - Kuyk 8:3010:00 a.m.
ENGLISH 542. Virginia Woolf. Reading list: the Quentin Bell biography, The Voyage Out,
Mrs. Dalloway, A Room of One's Own, Orlando, To the Lighthouse, Between the Acts, and
several studies of feminine psychology. (Major Author requirement.) -Hunter 11:00 a.m.12:30 p.m.
ENGLISH 563. Independent Reading. Students wishing to enroll in three graduate courses
during the summer term may apply for one Independent Reading course in addition to two
regularly scheduled courses. This course should be arranged with a summer session faculty member, approved by the Chairman, and begun as early in the summer as possible. The course may
be extended beyond the end of the summer session but must be completed before September 15.
- StaH
ENGLISH 651-652. Thesis. Conference hours by appointment. Two course credits. Proposals for theses must be submitted by June 1 for assignment of an adviser. See Degree Requirements and separate English Department statement. - Smith and StaH

Christmas Term- September 1975 to December 1975
ENGLISH 521. Studies in Nineteenth Century British Literature: The Victorian Novel. A
study of major Victorian novels with emphasis of their relationship to their age and the theory
of the novel. (Genre or Literary History requirement. ) - Kuyk Wednesday
ENGLISH 531. Studies in Genre: Style. A study of literary style: how and why styles have
changed from medieval times to the present, and how the changes in literary style may be related to style changes in other art forms. Among the topics considered will be the development
by major authors of characteristic symbols, signs, imagery (including iconography), themes,
and genres. (Genre requirement.)- McNulty Thursday
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ENGLISH 541. Charles Dickens. Design and character in English life in eight novels, including Oliver Twist, Nicholas Nickleby, Dombey and Son, Bleak House, Tale of Two Cities, and
Great Expectations. Film adaptations of several of the novels will be shown. (Major Author
requirement. ) - Dando Monday
ENGLISH 553. The Study of English. An examination of some of the theoretical systems of
linguistics, rhetoric, and criticism (e.g., Noam Chomsky, Kenneth Burke, and Northrop Frye)
and their implications for the study and teaching of language and literature. - Wheatley Tuesday
ENGLISH 563. Independent Reading. A limited number of tutorials for students wishing to
pursue special topics not offered in the graduate program; applications should be submitted to
the Department Chairman prior to registration. - Smith and Staff
.. ENGLISH 651-652. Thesis. Conference hours by appointment. Two course credits. Proposals for theses must be submitted by October 1 for assignment of an adviser. The course must
be completed during the academic year in which it is begun. See Degree Requirements and
separate English Department statement. - Smith and Staff

Trinity Term- January 1976 to May 1976
ENGLISH 512. Studies in Literary History: Popular Culture. An examination of various
genres in the popular arts with special reference to their social context and to the methodological
and evaluative problems involved in a study of popular culture. Genres to be studied include the
proletarian novel, the British detective story, the American thriller, science fiction, the Western,
humor, television, and popular film. (Literary History requirement.) - Freiman Tuesday
ENGUSH 538. Studies in Poetry. Close reading of selected English and American poetry.
Particular attention will be given to the effects of language within particular poems and on
changes in languages. Poets will include Donne, Blake, Yeats, Thomas, Williams, Plath and
Sexton. (Genre requirement. ) - Riggio Wednesday
E GUSH 542. Robert Frost. A study of the work of Robert Frost, involving the reading of
almost all the poetry and of selected prose. (Major Author requirement. ) - Potter Thursday
E GLISH 546. Shakespeare. The sonnets, early history plays, A Midsummer Night's Dream,
Twelfth Night, The Merchant of Venice, Hamlet, Othello, King Lear, Macbeth, Coriolanus, The
Winter's Tale, and The Tempest studied with The Wheel of Fire, The Shakespearean Imagination, and Psychoanalysis and Shakespeare. (Major Author requirement.) -Hunter Monday
ENGUSH 564. Independent Reading. A limited number of tutorials for students wishing to
pursue special topics not offered in the graduate program; applications should be submitted to
the Department Chairman prior to registration. - Smith and Staff
"ENGLISH 651-652. Thesis. Conference hours by appointment. Two course credits. Proposals for theses must be submitted by October 1 for assignment of an adviser. The course must
be completed during the academic year in which it is begun. See Degree Requirements and
separate English Department statement.- Smith and Staff

HisTORY

Chairman: AssociATE PRoFESSOR BoRDEN W. PAINTER, JR.
Graduate Adviser: PRoFESSOR GLENN WEAVER
The Master's degree with a major in history is designed to follow an undergraduate
concentration in history. Candidates must complete at the graduate level a minimum of ten courses, at least eight of which must be in history, including History
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651-652: Thesis. Students with extensive preparation in history may be permitted
by their adviser to elect two courses in another department. The thesis is the final
project of all candidates. Courses in history are available both during the Summer
Term and the regular academic year.
Courses in the History Program
505. Greece, 594 to 338 B.C.
506. Greece, 338 to 200 B.C.
507. Th_e Roman Republic
508. The Roman Empire
515. Renaissance Europe
516. Reformation Europe
517. Europe 1760-1870
518. Expansion of Europe
521, 522. European Diplomatic History
525, 526. England
527. Twentieth Century Britain
530. Modern Japan
532. Modern Europe
541, 542. Russia
550. New England

551.

The Colonial Period in American
History
552. The American Revolution and Early
National Period
553. Civil War and Reconstruction
555. America in the Age of Uneasy Nationalism
561, 562. United States as a World Power
564. The Age of Refonn
565. Theodore Roosevelt and His Era
580. Far East
581. China in Revolution
590, 591. Africa
601, 602. Seminars: Various topics
651-652. Thesis

Summer 1975, Six-Week Session- June 30 to August 8
HISTORY 533. Critique of the Liberal Idea. The course will deal with the European revolutionary tradition since 1789 and will chart the development of Utopian Socialism, Marxism, European Social Democracy, the Bolshevik tradition as well as various intellectual trends on the contemporary Left. In addition there will be some consideration of other critics of European Liberalism, including Nietzsche and Dostoyevsky. - Kassow Monday and Wednesday 6:30-9:30 p.m.
HISTORY 547. Selected Themes in Modem Afro-American History. An examination of the
Afro-American experience from the failure of reconstruction to the present. Topics will include
the quest for integration, separation, or nationalism by such leaders as Booker T. Washington,
W. E. B. DuBois, Marcus Carvey, A. Philip Randolph, Martin Luther King, Jr., and Elijah Muhammad, as well as reassessments of Afro-American participation in World \Var I and II, the
labor movement, the struggle for civil rights, and movements of the Left. - Champ Monday,
Tuesday, Thursday and Friday 10:00-11:30 a.m.
HISTORY 562. The Rise of the United States as a World Power. A chronological survey of
the diplomatic history of the United States with emphasis on the twentieth century. Particular
attention will be paid to the domestic determinants of foreign policy.- West Tuesday and
Thursday 6:30-9:30 p.m.

Christmas Term- September 1975 to December 1975
HISTORY 541. Imperial Russia. An analysis of the political, economic, social, and religious
development of Russia to 1881.- West Wednesday
HISTORY 557. Selected Themes in American History. [Description and instructor to be announced.]
HISTORY 601A. American Historiography. Special topics in the literature of American history, method and techniques of research.- Weaver Thursday
HISTORY 601B. Twelfth Century. Each student will select for a report a topic on some
aspect of the twelfth century. Particular attention will be paid to bibliography of the period.
- Downs Monday
HHISTORY 651-652. Thesis. Two course credits. Investigation and report of an original
research topic. Registration for this course must be accompanied by written permission of the
Chairman of the Department. - Painter and Staff
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Trinity Term- January 1976 to May 1976
HISTORY 546. Modem Jewish History. This course will examine major trends in Jewish history since 1789. There will be particular emphasis on Jewish society in Eastern Europe and the
breakdown of orthodox hegemony. Topics will include the Haskala, the Bund, the development
rl Zionism, the interwar period in Eastern Europe, and the state of Israel. The approach will be
primarily that of intellectual history with emphasis on the secular aspects of Jewish history.
-Iassow Tuesday
HISTORY 558. Selected Themes. in American History. [Description and instructor to be anDOUDced.]

HISTORY 581.

China in Revolution.

Various aspects of twentieth-century China: the nature

rl the Chinese revolution, reaction and reform in the early twentieth century, nationalism and
Republican China, the CCP and KMT, the People's Republic.- Oxnam Wednesday
mSTORY 602. Twelfth Century. A continuation of 601B or may be taken as a one term
course. -Downs Monday
"IUSTORY 651-652. Thesis. Two course credits. Investigation and report of an original
research topic. Registration for this course must be accompanied by written permission of the
Chairman of the Department. - Painter and Staff

LATIN

LITERATURE AND CLASSICAL CIVILIZATION

Chairman and Graduate Adviser: PRoFEssoR JoHN C. WILLIAMS
The uniqueness and strength of the program leading to the Master of Arts degree
in Latin Literature and Classical Civilization lie in the fact that it combines graduate training of high professional quality in the classical languages and literatures,
while at the same time being designed primarily to meet the needs of secondary
teachers who are not in a position to enroll in a full-time, year-round graduate
school. The student thus enjoys advanced instruction in the languages and literatures through course offerings that are chosen and treated in such a way as to be of
direct benefit to him in the classroom. The program, moreover, is available to any
person who is qualified and interested in doing advanced study in Latin and classical civilization.
To be eligible as a candidate in this program, an applicant must meet the general
requirements for acceptance as a candidate for the Master's degree and show evidence of possessing sufficient competency in Latin to undertake study of the subject at the graduate level.
A candidate for the Master of Arts degree must complete a total of ten courses.
A minimum of five courses involving analytical and interpretive reading of Latin
authors in the original must be included in a candidate's program of study.
In addition, all degree candidates are required to complete successfully Latin
001-002: History of Latin Literature. This course (two course credits) should be
taken at the end of a student's program of study.
The balance of a candidate's program, three courses, may include additional
study in Latin literature, Greek, Greek and Roman history, classical civilization, or
linguistics.
Because a major goal of the program is to increase facility in reading Latin, a
diagnostic sight-reading test will be offered each year and required of all candidates in residence. This one-hour test will be given the second Wednesday of the
Summer Term. The results of these tests will not be recorded in the student's per-
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manent record, but will serve as a guide for strengthening his command of the
language. Groups of students and faculty often meet for informal, voluntary reading aloud of plays and orations in Latin, to provide further experience with the
language outside the classroom.
Each candidate is required to pass a Comprehensive Examination. Under special circumstances and with permission of the Department Chairman, particularly
well-qualified students will be permitted to substitute a thesis for the Comprehensive Examination. All candidates, however, must pass the sight translation section
of the Examination.
The Comprehensive Examination will be administered once each year in midAugust. In 1975 the Examination will be held Wednesday, August 13 at 9:00 A.M.
(first special author), Thursday, August 14 at 9:00A.M. (Roman history and sight
translation), and Friday, August 15 at 9:00 A.M. (second special author ). Students
planning to sit for these examinations should notify the Graduate Adviser in writing
no later than the beginning of the second week of the term of the summer in
which they expect to take the Examination.
The courses in Latin and Classical Civilization are offered in the Summer
Term only. However, candidates may take courses in Greek and Roman history
and linguistics in the Christmas or Trinity Terms whenever they are available.

Courses in the Classics Program
Studies in Latin Literature
501.
502.
503.
504.
505.
506.
507.
508.

Plautus and Terence
Catullus and Horace
Cicero
Livy
Vergil: the Aeneid, Books I-VI
Vergi]: the Aeneid, Books VII-Xll
Vergi]: Eclogues and Georgics
Caesar and Sallust

509. Lucretius
510. The Roman Love Elegy
511. Roman Satire
512. Ovid
513. Tacitus
514. Medieval Latin
521, 522. Special Readings

Required Seminar
601-602.

History of Latin Literature

Greek
101-102. Elementary Greek
201. Greek Prose

202. Homer
301, 302. Advanced Readings

Classical Civilization
201.
SOl.

Classical Humanities
Greek Archaeology

502.
503.

Roman Archaeology
Special Topics

Summer 1975, Six-Week Session- June 30 to August 8
LATIN 507. Vergil. Readings in the Eclogues, Georgics, and Aeneid with emphasis on literary
appreciation and the development of Vergil's art.- Bradley 10:00-11:30 a.m.
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LATIN 510. Selected elegies of Propertius, Tibullus and Ovid. Emphasis will be laid on motive, theme and style, though matters textual and metrical will also receive close attention.Macro 8:00-9:30 a.m.
LATIN 602. History of Latin Literature. Extensive readings, research projects and papers
dealing with the main ideas and issues (literary, philosophical, and political) of the Roman Empire, a seen through its major writers in the various genres. This course, required of all candidates, may be elected by students either one year before they expect to take the Comprehensive
Examinations or in the year that they expect to take the Examination.- Williams 1:00-2:30 p.m.

MATHEMATICS

Chairman: PRoFESSOR RoBERT C.

STEWART

Graduate Adviser: PRoFEssoR WALTER J.

KLIMCZAK

The Department of Mathematics offers a graduate program in mathematics which
leads to the degree of Master of Science. It is designed for those who .. wish to supplement their training in mathematics and broaden their mathe:rpatical background.
The degree of Master of Science in mathematics is conferred upon students who
have received a Bachelor's degree with an undergraduate concentration in mathematics and have successfully completed ten graduate courses in mathematics, or
eight in mathematics and two in physics. The mathematics courses shall include
either Mathematics 501 and 502 (Introduction to Analysis I, II) or Mathematics
503 and 504 (Theory of Functions of a Real Variable I, II), and three courses
from the following six courses: Mathematics 507, 508 (Theory of Functions of a
Complex Variable I, II), Mathematics 517 (Topology), Mathematics 518 (Introduction to Algebraic Topology), Mathematics 519 (Modern Algebra), Mathematics 520 (Linear Algebra).
Students who have not taken a course in advanced calculus will normally be required to take Mathematics 500, which is recommended for students in mathematics.
Candidates should note that they will not receive credit toward the Master of
Science degree in mathematics for Mathematics 500 or 500A or 500B. A thesis is
not required.
Before electing either Mathematics 501 or Mathematics 503, students must request the permission of the Graduate Adviser, preferably at the Graduate Advising and Registration Session on the evening of September 5.
Courses in the Mathematics Program
500. Advanced Calculus
500A. Advanced Calculus I
500B. Advanced Calculus II
501, 502. Introduction to Analysis I, II
503, 504. Theory of Functions of a
Real Variable I, II
505. Theory of Probability
506. Mathematical Statistics

507, 508.

Theory of Functions of a
Complex Variable I, II
509. Introduction to Numerical Analysis
511,512. Advanced Numerical Analysis
I, II
514. Mathematical Logic
517. Topology
518. Introduction to Algebraic Topology
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519.
520.
521.
522.
523.

Modem Algebra
Linear Algebra
Vector Analysis
Vector and Tensor Analysis
Foundations of Mathematics

525, 526. Topics from Analysis
601. Introduction to Functional Analysis
603. Functional Analysis and Applied
Mathematics

From time to time, depending on student interest and demand, certain courses
and/or mathematical topics will be offered on a tutorial basis, with the approval of
the Department. These will include the following: advanced numerical analysis,
differential equations, special functions , integral equations, control theory, complex
variables for applications, advanced general topology, group theory with applications, introductory harmonic analysis, advanced mathematical logic, set theory.
In addition, under ce1tain circumstances courses in the Mathematics Program
listing above can be arranged on a tutorial basis during an academic year in which
they are not being offered formally. For 1975--1976 the courses most likely to be
offered in this category are Mathematics 503, 504, 517 ( 2) and 520( 1).

Christmas Term- September 1975 to December 1975
MATHEMATICS 501. Introduction to Analysis I. An introductory course in the fundamental concepts of real analysis. The real number system, convergence of sequences, topology
of Cartesian spaces, continuous functions. Prerequisite: Permission of the Graduate Adviser.Robbins Monday and Wednesday 7:00-8:15 p.m.
MATHEMATICS 507. Theory of Functions of a Complex Variable I. A rigorous treabnent
of the theory of functions of a single complex variable. The algebra of complex numbers, analytic functions, complex integration, Cauchy integral theorem and formulas, power series. Prerequisite: Mathematics 502 or its equivalent.- Whittlesey Thursday 7:00-9:30 p.m.

One of the following courses will be available depending upon student interest. (Consult Mr.
Polifemo or Mr. Klimczak (Graduate Adviser).)
( 1) MATHEMATICS 523.

Foundations of Mathematics. An introduction to concepts and
questions in the foundations of mathematics. Mathematical induction, the natural numbers,
the system of real numbers, infinite sets and transfinite arithmetic, philosophies of mathematics. Prerequisite: Mathematics 502 or permission of the instructor.- Polifemo Monday
and Wednesday 7:00-8:15 p.m.

or
( 2) MATHEMATICS 514(1). Mathematical Logic. Tautologies, the propositional calculus;
quantification theory, first-order predicate calculi; first-order theories (with equality),
models, completeness theorems. Prerequisite: Mathematics 502 or permission of the instructor.- Polifemo Monday and Wednesday 7:00-8:15 p.m.

Trinity Term- January 1976 to May 1976
MATHEMATICS 502. Introduction to Analysis II. Differentiation and integration in Cartesian spaces, convergence of infinite series, sequences and series of functions, uniform convergence. Prerequisite: Mathematics 501.- Robbins Monday and Wednesday 7:00-8:15 p.m.
MATHEMATICS 508. Theory of Functions of a Complex Variable II. The expansion of
analytic functions in series, poles, essential singularities, contour integration, calculus of residues, analytic continuation, conformal mapping, entire functions. Prerequisite: Mathematics
507.- Whittlesey Thursday 7:00-9:30 p.m.
MATHEMATICS 519(2). Modem Algebra. Topics selected from the following. Groups: subgroups and normal subgroups, factor groups, the homomorphism theorems, permutation groups
and Cayley's theorem, Jordan-Holder theorem and chain conditions, Sylow theorems. Rings: inte-
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gral domains, principal Ideal rings, division rings, prime factorization. Fields: finite fields, polynomial rings, algebraic extensions, splitting fields. Prerequisite: Mathematics 502 or its equivalent.
-Walde Monday and Wednesday 7:00-8:15 p.m.

MoDERN LANGUAGES

Chairman: PRoFESSOR MICHAEL R. CAMPO
Graduate Adviser for French: AssiSTANT PROFESSOR SoNIA M. LEE
Graduate Adviser for Spanish: PROFESSOR GusTAVE W. ANDRIAN
The program leading to the Master of Arts degree in French or in Spanish is designed to provide the candidate with a good knowledge of French or Spanish literature and literary analysis, and an understanding of the culture and civilization of
the nation concerned. Although designed especially for teachers or prospective
teachers of French or Spanish, the program is appropriate for any person who is
qualified and interested in doing advanced study.
To be eligible as a candidate for the Master of Arts degree in either French or
Spanish, an applicant must meet the general requirements for acceptance as a
candidate for the Master's degree and show evidence of possessing sufficient competence in French or in Spanish (usually the equivalent of a college major) to
undertake study of the subject at the graduate level. All courses are conducted in
the language.
Programs of study in French and in Spanish are planned on an individual basis
but candidates are normally required to take a total of ten courses from among
those listed below and pass a Comprehensive Examination. Students who have
demonstrated outstanding ability to do independent research may elect, with permission of the Graduate Adviser, to substitute a thesis in lieu of two courses and the
Comprehensive Examination.
Comprehensive Examinations in French and Spanish literature are held in
October and in April. Students planning to take the examination should notify the
adviser in writing no later than one month prior to the test date.
The courses leading to the Master's degree in French and in Spanish are offered
in summer and in each semester of the regular academic year. It is suggested that
the course in literary methods or criticism be taken as early as possible.

Courses in the Modem Languages Program
French
501. Linguistics
502. Stylistics
503. Culture and Civilization
504. Masterpieces of French Literature
505, 506. Studies in Medieval Literature
507,508. Studies in Renaissance Literature
509,510. Studies in French Classicism
511, 512. Studies in Eighteenth Century
Literature
518,514. Studies in Nineteenth Century
Literature

Studies in Twentieth Century
Literature
517, 518. Studies in Lyric Poetry
519,520. Studies in Drama
521, 522. Studies in Fiction
523, 524. Studies in the Short Story
525. Literary Criticism
526, 527. The Literature of Negritude
531. Explication de textes
651, 652. Thesis
515, 516.
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Spanish
501. Linguistics
502. Stylistics
503. Culture and Civilization
504. Masterpieces of Spanish Literature
506. Cervantes
507, 508. Studies in Medieval Literature
509, 510. Studies in Renaissance Literature
511, 512. Studies in the Siglo de o-ro
513, 514. Studies in Eighteenth Century
Literature
515, 516. Studies in Nineteenth Century
Literature
517, 518. Studies in the Generation of '98

519, 520.

Studies in Twentieth Century
Literature
521. Masterpieces of Spanish American
Literature
522. Colonial Spanish Literature
524. Literature of the Caribbean
525, 526. Studies in Poetry
527, 528. Studies in the Drama
529, 530. Studies in the Short Story
531. Methods of Literary Criticism
533. The Modem Spanish American Novel
534. The Contemporary Spanish American
Novel
651, 652. Thesis

Summer Term, 1975- Session I, June 30 to July 29
FRENCH 519. Studies in Drama: The Comic Theatre Mter Moliere. A study of the development of comedy from the eighteenth century to the modern period, with emphasis on the evolution of themes, comic devices, and the concept of laughter. - S. Lee 9:00-11:00 a.m.
FRENCH 521. Studies in Fiction: Proust. An in-depth study of Proust's masterpiece, A la
recherche du temps perdu. - S. Lee 11:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
SPANISH 517. The Generation of '98. A study of representative figures of this generation,
with special emphasis on the writings of Miguel de Unamuno. Some of the other writers to be
studied include Azorin, Boroja, and Antonio Machado. - Metzidakis 8:30-10:30 a.m.
SPANISH 525 Studies in Poetry. An examination of certain poetic modes of Spain's Golden
Age (the Romancera, Garcilaso, San Juan de la Cruz, Gongora) and their significance in the
oeuvre of certain twentieth century poets (Garcia Lorca, Jorge Guillen, Miguel Hernandez).
- Metzidakis 11:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m.

Summer Term, 1975- Session II, July 31 to August 29
FRENCH 508. Studies in Renaissance Literature: Rabelais and Montaigne. In addition to the
development of critical awareness in dealing with the works of these two major writers, the
course will provide students with an opportunity to inquire into the conditions of intellectual life
in the Renaissance. The works of Rabelais and Montaigne will be situated in their respective
political, religious, cultural and social milieus. -Martin 10:00 a.m.-12:00 noon
SPANISH 530. The Short Story in Spain. A study of the development of the short story in the
twentieth century from the Generation of '98 to the present. Among authors whose works will be
discussed and analyzed will be Baroja, Unamuno, Cela, Matute, Aldecoa, and Goytisolo.
- Arrojo 9:00-11:00 a.m.

Christmas Term- September 1975 to December 1975
FRENCH 515. Studies in Twentieth Century Literature: French Women Writers. A study of
the feminine point of view as seen through the works of the most important women novelists,
particularly those of the twentieth century.- S. Lee Monday 7:00p.m.
FRENCH 517. Studies in Lyric Poetry: The Twentieth Century. A study of the major poets
of the twentieth century and of critical theories and literary trends that have influenced modern
French poetry. Among poets to be considered are: Apollinaire, Eluard, Breton, Prevert, Guillevic
and Ponge.- Katz Wednesday 7:00p.m.
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SPANISH 506(1). Cervantes. A study primarily of the significance and literary merits of
Don Quijote. Consideration will also be given to the Noveles ejemplares, the Entremeses, and
the Comedias. - Andrian Tuesday 6:30-9:30 p.m.
SPANISH 522(1).

Life and Literature in Colonial Spanish America.

An historical and cultural

view of Spanish America from the time of discovery and conquest to the Wars of Independence.

Readings will be selected from historians, essayists, writers of fiction, and poets. Some of the
authors to be included are: Hernan Cortes, Bernal Diaz del Castillo, Bartolome de las Casas, el
Inca Garcilaso de la Vega, Alonso de Ercilla, and others.- Kerson Thursday 6:30-9:30 p.m.

Trinity Term- January 1976 to May 1976
FRENCH 503. Culture and Civilization. A study of twentieth century French civilization
through its history, arts, literature, politics, press, cinema, publicity and social structures. - S. Lee
Monday 7:00-10:00 p.m.
FRENCH 514.
be announced.

Studies in Nineteenth Century Literature: The Novel.

Time and instructor to

liNGUISTICS 501. General and Romance Linguistics. General introduction to the nature of
language and to descriptive, historical, and comparative linguistics, with emphasis on the IndoEuropean language family. Special treatment of the development of French and Spanish and
contrastive analysis of their sound systems with English. Methodology of language teaching and
classroom techniques. Lechues, discussions, reports. Open also to undergraduates with permission
of instructor. One course credit, which may be counted toward the M.A. in French or in Spanish.
-Hook Thursday 6:30-9:30 p.m.
SPANISH 528. Studies in the Spanish Drama. An examination of the dramatic genre and its
development in Spain. Plays from every period in Spanish literature will be studied in order to
observe the evolution of the form in various historical circumstances. -Bianchini Tuesday
6:30-9:30 p.m.

PHILOSOPHY

Chairman: AssoCIATE PROFESSOR DREw A. HYLAND
Graduate Adviser: PROFESSOR RICHARDT. LEE
The Master of Arts program in philosophy is designed with two principal
purposes in mind: to provide a solid foundation in philosophy for those students
who wish to continue work toward a Ph.D. at some other institution, and to enable
anyone, whether he wishes to continue his formal studies or not, to come to
know in some depth both the nature and achievements of philosophical inquiry
as well as the extent of his own talents as a philosopher. For those who intend to
continue work toward the Ph.D. a strong emphasis on the history of philosophy is
recommended. For any student, moreover, the Department will make available
a certain number of individual tutorials should the course offerings over a two or
three-year period not suit his particular needs or requirements.
It is not necessary for students who are interested in the M.A. program to have
majored in philosophy as an undergraduate. Ability and motivation are the principal requirements. Persons interested in taking courses in this program should
feel free to request a conference with a member of the Department in order to
obtain more detailed information.
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To qualify for the Master's degree the student must complete ten courses, eight
of which must be in philosophy, including Philosophy 651-652: Thesis. No specific
course or sequence of courses is required, but candidates should seek the advice
of the Department Chairman or Graduate Adviser in planning their program of
study. Registration in courses from other departments which are to be applied
toward the degree requirements in philosophy must be approved in advance by the
Department.

Courses in the Philosophy Program
500.
501.
503.
504.
505.
506.
507.
508.
509.
510.
512.
513.

Problems in Philosophy
Pragmatism
Ethics
Philosophy and Revolution
Logic
Advanced Logic
History of Philosophy I
History of Philosophy II
Special Topics
Philosophy of Art
Nineteenth-Century Philosophy
Philosophy of Recent Drama

515. Existentialism
530. Philosophy and Science
543. Aristotle
547. Kant
548. Whitehead
549. Continental Rationalism
551. Plato
552. Hume
555. Nietzsche
556. Heidegger
567. Moral Problems
651-652. Thesis

Summer Term, 1975- Session I, June 30 to July 29
PHILOSOPHY 503. Ethics. An introduction to some major concepts of ethical theory (goodness, responsibility, freedom , justification, rationality) through a study of Aristotle, Kant, and
Mill. More recent questions dealing with cultural relativism will be considered, and the course
will conclude with a reading of Skinner's Walden Two.- R. T. Lee 6:00-8:00 p.m.
PHILOSOPHY 504. Philosophy and Modern Society. An examination of philosophical controversies arising out of rival conceptions of class-structure, alienation, women's liberation and
the family, democracy, ethical and scientific rationality, egoism and morality, human nature
and human liberation. Radical (Marxist and anarchist) and liberal points of view will be compared and contrasted.- Barglow 1:30-3:30 p.m.
PHILOSOPHY 510. Philosophy of Art. Beauty and truth: levels of identity and contradiction;
art as alienation versus art as self-realization; art and science as (competing?) modes of understanding; the relation of art to the intentions and personality of the artist. These issues will be
examined through an analysis of visual art since the Renaissance. As we shall see, painters such as
Bruegel, Rembrandt, Manet, and Warhol live in their art (and each in a different way) the contradictions and crises of their age. Time permitting, we shall also examine Brecht's conception
of theater. Philosophical background not required.- Barglow 9:30-11:30 a.m.

Summer Term, 1975- Session II, July 31 to August 29
PHILOSOPHY 509. The Concept of Madness. A philosophical inquiry into the concept of
madness and related topics such as human agency, freedom, rationality, and health. Background
reading will include sources from psychology, sociology, and anthropology. The focal reading will
include works of Szasz, Laing, Coffman, Foucault, and Fingarette.- W. M. Brown 9:30-11:30
a.m.
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Christmas Term- September 1975 to December 1975

1

PHIT..OSOPHY 552. Hume. Primarily a careful reading from both critical and historical
points of view of the Treatise of Human Nature and the Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding. Attention will be paid to the connections between Burne's ethical writings and his
theory of knowledge and to his influence on later philosophers such as Kant.- W. M. Brown
Thursday 7:00-10:00 p.m.
PHILOSOPHY 556. Heidegger. This seminar will be an intensive study of Heidegger's major
work, Being and Time, which will be studied and evaluated with special attention to Heidegger's
analysis of the human condition, his emphasis on the temporality of human being and of Being,
his relation to tradition, and the extent to which he is an "existentialist." Shorter works of
Heidegger will be read as supporting material. Permission of the instructor.- Hyland Wednesday 7:00-10:00 p.m.
PHILOSOPHY 567. Moral Problems. A consideration of some contemporary practical moral
issues: abortion, compensatory justice, population policy, IQ research, medical experimentation.
These questions will be considered from both a social and a personal perspective. That is, what
(if any) laws and other social measures on these matters would be desirable and just; how ought
individuals to weigh what considerations when these are practical issues for them. A strong
background in philosophy is required. Readings from the contemporary journal - Philosophy
and Public Affairs, and related works in the social sciences. Permission of the instructor.- Belgum
Tuesday 7:00-10:00 p.m.
00
PHILOSOPHY 651-652. Thesis. Conference hours by appointment. Intensive inquiry into
a special area of philosophy under the direction of a member of the Department. See Degree
Requirements.- Staff

Trinity Term- January 1976 to May 1976
PHILOSOPHY 501. Pragmatism. A study of some of the major works of C. S. Pierce, William
James, Royce, Santayana, and Dewey. The course will emphasize the systematic relatedness of
these philosophers' positions, and will show how pragmatism and the American tradition stand
in regard to the major traditions of Western philosophy.- R. T. Lee Tuesday and Thursday
7:00-8:30 p.m.
PHILOSOPHY 510. Special Studies in Philosophy: Metaphysics and Irony. The concept and
use of irony will be studied not only as a dramatic or pedagogical technique of gifted philosophers
but as the assertion of the primordiality of negativity, and its political dimension of alienation,
in the world. Texts will include selected dialogues of Plato, works of Hegel, Marx, Kierkegaard,
and Nietzsche. Selected works of literature will also be employed.- Hyland Thursday 7:0010:00 p.m.
PHILOSOPHY 543. Aristotle - DeAnima, Ethics, Politics. A detailed consideration of Aristotle's psychological, moral, and political works. There are clear and important connections between these topics. What is the nature of a person? Given what people are like, what is the best
sort of life for persons? Given what the good for persons is, what is the best structure for the
state, for per ons living together. We will investigate the nature, and plausibility, of Aristotle's
views on these matters.- Belgum Monday and Wednesday 7:00-8:30 p.m.
PHILOSOPHY 555. Nietzsche. A critical study of the major works of Nietzsche with some
attention to his predecessors and his influence on later writers.- W. M. Brown Wednesday
7:00-10:00 p.m.
00
PHILOSOPHY 651-652. Thesis. Conference hours by appointment. Intensive inquiry into
a special area of philosophy under the direction of a member of the Department. See Degree
Requirements.- Staff
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PHYSICS

Chairman and Graduate Adviser: PROFESSOR. ALBERT J. HowARD, JR.
1. The Physics Graduate Program
The program in physics leading to the Master of Science degree is designed for
engineers, physicists, and chemists in industry and others who desire further study
in topics of current interest in physics. The emphasis is on courses which provide
the background for work being done in present-day research and development laboratories. Opportunities are also available for directed research and independent
study.
The physics courses are planned to follow an undergraduate concentration in
physics and mathematics. Ten courses are required for the Master's degree; a thesis
is not required. Students are required to take six courses in physics. These must include Physics 505 and three out of the four courses Physics 501, 503, 508, and 513.
The remaining courses will normally be in mathematics and the natural sciences.
Approved RPI courses may be credited as physics courses in accordance with the
joint plan described in Section 2.
Students who apply for candidacy for the Master's degree in physics will be reviewed by the Graduate Committee only after they have completed one course in
physics at Trinity. Students who are planning to become degree candidates are
normally expected to begin their course work with Physics 505. In order to be admitted to this course, all students should discuss their academic preparation with
the Graduate Adviser.
2. Trinity College - The Hartford Graduate Center I oint Plan
Trinity College and The Hartford Graduate Center of the Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute have established a joint plan for granting credit in graduate courses. This
plan applies to the M.S. in Physics degree program at Trinity and the M.S. in Engineering Science with option in Physics and Nuclear Engineering at RPI. Toreceive the Master of Science degree under this plan, a student must complete a
minimum of ten courses, of which at least six courses must be taken at one institution, hereafter called the home institution. The student may take up to four approved courses at the other institution. Each student is admitted at either RPI or
Trinity according to each institution's procedures and regulations. If a student desires to change his home institution, he must apply for transfer of his program not
later than upon completion of his fourth graduate course. A student with graduate
course credits from institutions other than Trinity and RPI will be subject to the
present rules on transfer credits at the institution which becomes his home institution. Such a student will be expected to take at least six courses at the home
institution.
For approval of cross registration, Trinity students must consult the Graduate
Adviser at Trinity College.
Courses in the Physics Program
501,502. Classical Mechanics
503, 504. Electrodynamics
505. Mathematical Physics

508.
509.
511.

Statistical Physics
Nuclear and Subnuclear Physics
Atomic Physics
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513,514. Quantum Mechanics
519. Solid State Physics

530, 531.
601, 602.

Independent Study
Research

Christmas Term- September 1975 to December 1975
PHYSICS 501. Classical Mechanics I. Newtonian mechanics of point masses, Lagrange's
equations, central force problems, rigid body dynamics, systems with small oscillations. Prerequisite: at least four undergraduate courses in physics and four in mathematics, including a
course in mechanics.- C. Miller Monday and Wednesday 5:00-6:15 p.m.
PHYSICS 505. Mathematical Physics. Special topics in mathematical methods of physics.
The topics are selected to meet the needs and interests of the students. Typical ones might be:
matrix methods and eigenvalue problems, Fourier analysis, ordinary and partial differential
equations, approximation methods. The course is designed to provide the analytical background
for other advanced physics courses.- Picker Monday and Wednesday 7:00-8:30 p.m.
PHYSICS 513. Quantum Mechanics I. The physical basis and analytical structure of quantum
mechanics. The material will be based mainly on applications of Schrodinger's equation, including approximate methods of solution, and some use of matrix methods. - Gregory Tuesday
and Thursday 5:00-6:15 p.m.
PHYSICS 530. Independent Study. Special topics in physics such as optics, acoustics, low
temperature physics, history of physics, advanced topics in mathematical and computational
physics. This course is intended for advanced candidates. Consult the graduate adviser concerning enrollment in this course. - Hours to be arranged.

Trinity Term- January 1976 to May 1976
PHYSICS 511. Atomic Physics. The physics of the atom: Topics to be considered include the
structure of multi-electron atoms, the static and dynamic properties of atomic states, the atomic
spin orbit interaction, origins of fine and hyperfine structure, and atomic transition probabilities.
Prerequisite: Physics 513.- Howard Monday and Wednesday 5:00-6:15 p.m.
PHYSICS 531.

Independent Study.

See Physics 530, Christmas Term, above.

PoLITICAL SciENCE

Chairman: AssociATE PROFESSOR RANBIR VoHRA
Graduate Advisers: CHRISTMAS TERM- PROFESSOR REx C.

NEAVERSON

TRINITY TERM - AssociATE PROFESSOR ALBERT

L.

GAsTMANN

The program leads to a Master of Arts degree in Political Science. Candidates
should have a Bachelor's degree in one of the social sciences, but a candidate whose
undergraduate major was in another area will be considered. Admission to graduate
study in the Department will be limited to students having an undergraduate
average of B- or better unless there is other substantial evidence, such as particularly high scores on the Graduate Record Examination or particularly high grades
in a political science major, that the student is qualified for graduate study.
Candidates for the Master of Arts degr'ee are required to complete a total of ten
courses, including Political Science 651-652 or Political Science 631-632. At least
six of the ten courses must be in the Department. The Department may require a
beginning student to take certain specilic courses to remedy any inadequacies in the
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student's preparation in political science. Some courses listed in the undergraduate
Catalogue numbered in the three or four hundreds may be taken for graduate
credit with the permission of the Graduate Adviser and the course instructor who
may establish special requirements. In exceptional circumstances, the Graduate
Adviser may permit students wishing to take courses not given at Trinity to transfer
up to six semester hours (two courses ) from another institution.
Students with an approved program of study may be given permission to take
up to four courses in other departments, provided the courses are related to the
program. The Graduate Adviser must approve all courses taken outside the
Department.
The topic for the thesis should be selected by the student and discussed with
the Graduate Adviser who, upon approving the topic, will assign an adviser and
a reader.
Students with a Bachelor's degree who do not intend to become candidates for
the Master's degree in Political Science, but who wish to take courses offered by
the Department, may do so provided they have permission of the Graduate Adviser.
Further information may be obtained from the Graduate Adviser.
Courses in the Political Science Program
502.
504.
506.
507.
508.
509..
511.
512.
513.
515.
516.
517.

American National Government
American Political Thought
The Politics of Confrontation
Constitutional Law: The Federal
System and Separation of Powers
Soviet Political Institutions
Congress and the Legislative Process
Public Administration
Urban Politics
American Political Parties
American Foreign Policy
Constitutional Law: Individual
Liberties and Civil Rights
Government and Politics of Latin
America

520.

History of Political Thought:
Machiavelli to Burke
521. International Politics
522. International Law
523. International Organization
526. The Philosophy and Methodology of
Empirical Political Science
530. Government and Politics of
Contemporary China
532. Comparative Politics
534. Political Leadership
536. Public Opinion and Public Policy
542. State and Local Government
621. Independent Study
631-632. Individual Tutorial
651-652. Thesis

Summer Term, 1975
POLITICAL SCIENCE 511. Public Administration. This will be a newly-designed course
which will emphasize organization theory, systems theory, policy evaluation, management science, ethics in government, and the actual practices of public administration in federal, state,
and local government. Students now employed by public or private agencies will be encouraged
to use these agencies to test the theory presented in the course. Students not employed may wish
to make arrangements for an independent study for one additional course credit. - McKee Tuesdays and Thursdays June 3-July 24 6:00-8:30 p.m.
POLITICAL SCIENCE 534. Political Leadership. An examination of political leadership
from the perspectives of psychology, sociology, and political science. Emphasis will be placed on
the determinants and dynamics of leadership, the relations between leaders and followers, the
historical context and leadership as well as types and styles of leadership. -Reilly Mondays and
Wednesdays June 16-July 30 6:00-8:30 p.m.
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..POUTICAL SCIENCE 621. Independent Study. Individual research on a selected topic
under the guidance of a department member. Permission granted to specially qualified candidates only. Not a substitute for the thesis course. May be taken once only.- Staff
.. POLITICAL SCIENCE 631-632. Individual Tutorial. Conference hours by appointment.
Two course credits. Extensive reading and the preparation and presentation of from four to six
papers during the academic year. A written final comprehensive examination. May be substituted
for the Master's Thesis (Political Science 651-652) at the discretion of the Department. Admission by petition after the completion of six courses. See Degree Requirements. - Staff
''POLITICAL SCIENCE 651-652. Thesis. Conference hours by appointment. Two course
credits. Investigation and report of an original research project. See Degree Requirements.- Staff

Christmas Term- September 1975 to December 1975
POLITICAL SCIENCE 507. Constitutional Law: The Federal System and Separation of
Powers. An examination of judicial and administrative processes and problems in dealing with
social legislation. Special consideration will be given to the division of power between the nation
and the states and among the three branches of the national government. - McKee Thursday
POLITICAL SCIENCE 509. Congress and the Legislative Process. A study of politics and
party formation in the American Congress. The cour~ includes investigation into the process
of congressional improvement and organization, decision making and leadership, and will explore
the operation of the legislative party. Special emphasis is placed upon the problems of the representative assembly in the twentieth century.- T. Reilly Wednesday
POLITICAL SCIENCE 530. Government and Politics of Contemporary China. The course
will examine the rise of the Communist Party, the evolution of Maoist strategy for political revolution and social change, and the post-revolutionary developments in the People's Republic of
China. - Vohra Tuesday
00
POLmCAL SCIENCE 621. Independent Study. Individual research on a selected topic
under the guidance of a department member. Permission granted to specially qualified candidates only. Not a substitute for the thesis course. May be taken once only.- Staff
00

POLITICAL SCIENCE 631-632.

Individual Tutorial.

Conference hours by appointment.

Two course credits. Extensive reading and the preparation and presentation of from four to six
papers during the academic year. A written final comprehensive examination. May be substituted for the Master's Thesis (Political Science 651-652) at the discretion of the Department.
Admission by petition after the completion of six courses. See Degree Requirements. - Staff
00
POUTICAL SCIENCE 651-652. Thesis. Conference hours by appointment. Two course
credits, Investigation and report of an original research project. See Degree Requirements.Staff

Trinity Term- January 1976 to May 1976
POLITICAL SCIENCE 504.
American Political Thought. A study of the development of
American political thought; the Colonial Period; the Revolution; Jeffersonian Democracy; Jacksonian Democracy; the defense of Slave society; Social Darwinism; the Agrarian and Progressive
reform movements; current theories of conservatism, liberalism, the Left, Black Power; social science as political theory.- Jacobson Thursday
POLITICAL SCIENCE 508. Soviet Political Institutions. An analysis of the origins and
nature of the Soviet system; the roles of the party, government, bureaucracy, military; the accomplishments and weaknesses of the system; the prospects of continuity and change. - Hendel
Tuesday
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POLITICAL SCIENCE 517. Government a~d Politics of Latin America. Political development, modernization, and social change in Latin America. Particular attention is given to the
organization and functioning of government.- Gastmann Wednesday
POLITICAL SCIENCE 520. History of Political Thought: Machiavelli to Burke. A study
of political thought in the 16th, 17th, and 18th centuries emphasizing the political, social, and
religious struggles of the period. Of major concern will be developments in the theory and practice of constitutional restraints, individual liberty, the grounds of political obligation, and the
beginnings of modem systematic political analysis.- Neaverson Monday
00
POLITICAL SCIENCE 621. Independent Study. Individual research on a selected topic
under the guidance of a department member. Permission granted to specially qualified candidates only. Not a substitute for the thesis course. May be taken once only.- StaH
00

POLITICAL SCIENCE 631-632.

Individual Tutorial.

Conference hours by appointment.

Two course credits. Extensive reading and the preparation and presentation of from four to
six papers during the academic year. A written final comprehensive examination. May be substituted for the Master's Thesis (Political Science 651-652 ) at the discretion of the Department.
Admission by petition after the completion of six courses. See Degree Requirements.- StaH
00
POLITICAL SCIENCE 651-652. Thesis. Conference hours by appointment. Two course
credits. Investigation and report of an original research project. See Degree Requirements.-

StaH
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Faculty and Administration
Tm:oooRE D. LoCKWooD, PH.D.

EDWIN P. NYE, SC.M.
CAROLE M. LAWSON,

GusTAVE

W.

B.S.

President
Dean of the Faculty
Administrative Assistant to the Dean of the Faculty
Graduate and Summer Office

ANDRIAN, PH.D.

FERNANDO ARROJO, PH.D.

University of Hartford
RAYMOND B ARGLOW, M.A.

RoBERT A. BAITIS, PH.D.
EUNICE J. BELGUM, M.A.
.ANDREA BIANCHINI, PH.D.
J.WES

R.

BRADLEY, PH.D.

w. MILLER BROWN' PH.D.

MICHAEL

R.

CAMPO, PH.D.

THOMAS A. CHAMP, M.A.

L. CHRISTOPHERSON, B.A.
WARDS. CuRRAN, PH.D.

STEVEN

JoHN A. DANDO, M.A.
NoRTON DoWNs, PH.D.
LEROY DUNN, PH.D.
MARKJ. FREIMAN, PH.D.
.ALBERT L. GASTMANN' PH.D.
ANDREW J. GOLD, PH.D.
BROOKE GREGORY, PH.D.
BRENT HAROLD, PH.D.

Professor of Modern Languages
Visiting Assistant Professor of
Modern Languages, Spanish
Visiting Assistant Professor of Philosophy
Professor of Economics
Instructor in Philosophy
Assistant Professor of Modern Languages
Associate Professor of Classics
Associate Professor of Philosophy
Professor of Modern Languages
Instructor in History and Intercultural Studies
Instructor in Education
Professor of Economics
Professor of English
Professor of History
Associate Professor of Economics
Assistant Professor of English
Associate Professor of Political Science
Associate Professor of Economics, Director of
Urban and Environmental Studies
Assistant Professor of Physics
Visiting Assistant Professor of English

Brown University
SAMUEL H ENDEL , PH.D.
DoNALD D . HooK, PH.D.

JR.,

.ALBERT J. HowARD,
PH.D.
DIANNE HuNTER, PH.D.
DREW A. HYLAND, PH.D.
SEYMOUR I TZKOFF' PH.D.

Professor of Political Science
Associate Professor of Modern Languages
Professor of Physics
Assistant Professor of English
Associate Professor of Philosophy
Visiting Associate Professor of Education

Smith C allege
GARY

c. JACOBSON, PH.D.

Assistant Professor of Political Science
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SAMUEL D. KASSOW, M.S.
DoRI KATZ, PH.D.
ARNOLD L. KERSON, PH.D.
WALTER J. KLIMCZAK, PH.D.
DIRK A. KUYK, JR., PH.D.
RICHARD T. LEE, PH.D.
SoNIA M. LEE, PH.D.
CHARLES W. LINDSEY III, M.A.
ANTHONY D. MACRO, PH.D.
DANIEL R. MARTIN, PH.D.

University of Massachusetts
CLYDE D. McKEE, JR., PH.D.
MARY McNALLY, M.A.
J. BARD McNULTY, PH.D.
PHILIP METZIDAKIS, PH.D.

Instructor in History
Associate Professor of Modern Languages
Associate Professor of Modern Languages
Professor of M athematic5
Assistant Professor of English
Professor of Philosophy
Assistant Professor of Modern Languages
Instructor in Economics
Associate Professor of Classics
Visiting Assistant Professor of
Modern Languages, French
Associate Professor of Political Science
Instructor in Economics
Professor of English
Visiting Professor of Modern Languages, Spanish

Swarthmore College
CHARLES R. MILLER, PH.D.
REX C. NEAVERSON, PH.D.
HuGH S. OGDEN, PH.D.
RoBERT B. 0XNAM, PH.D.
BoRDEN W. PAINTER, JR., PH.D.

s. PICKER, PH.D.
J. PoLIFERNo, PH.D.

HARVEY
MARIO

JAMES L. PoTTER, PH.D.
MoNA L. RABINEAu, ED.D.
THOMAS A. REILLY, PH.D.
MILLA B. RIGGIO, PH.D.
DAviD A. RoBBINS, PH.D.
RICHARD SCHEUCH, PH.D.
CHARLES B. SCHULTZ, PH.D.
RICHARD A. SHIPE, PH.D.
pAUL SMITH, PH.D.
RoBERT C. STEWART, M.A.
RANBIR VoHRA, PH.D.
RALPH

E.

WALDE, PH.D.

GLENN WEAVER, PH.D.
JAMES L. WEST, PH.D.
JAMES

E.

H.

WHEATLEY, PH.D.

FINLAY WHITTLESEY, PH.D.

JOHN C. WILLIAMS, PH.D.
DIANE ZANNONI, M.A.

Professor of Physics
Professor of Political Science
Assistant Professor of English
Associate Professor of History
Associate Professor of History
Assistant Professor of Physics
Associate Professor of Mathematics
Associate Professor of English
Assistant Professor of Education
Assistant Professor of Political Science
Assistant Professor of English
Assistant Professor of Mathematics
G. Fox and Company Professor of Economics
Associate Professor of Education
Assistant Professor of Education
Professor of English
Professor of Mathematics
Associate Professor of Political Science
Assistant Professor of Mathematics
Professor of History
Assistant Professor of History
Associate Professor of English
Professor of Mathematics
Professor of Classics
Instructor in Economics

Map of Trinity College
Hartford, Connecticut
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Ogilby Hall
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The President's House
College Chapel
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(Administrative Offices)
Jarvis Hall
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Cook Dormitory
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Goodwin Dormitory
Clement Chemistry Building
(Krieble Auditorium)
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Hamlin Hall
Mather Campus Center
Elton Hall
Jones Hall
Wheaton Hall (Infirmary)
Smith Hall
Jackson Hall
McCook Math-Physics Center
Hallden Engineering Laboratory
Austin Arts Center (Goodwin Theatre)
The Library
Jessee F ield
Memorial Field House
Trowbridge Memorial Pool
George M. Ferris Athletic Center
30-32 Crescent St.
I94--I96 New Britain Ave .
2I6 New Britain Ave.
220-222 New Britain Ave.
Buildings and Grounds
Albert C. Jacobs Life Sciences Center
Connecticut Public Television
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